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The people in the photo on page 12 of last week’s edition were

incorrectly identified. They are not members of Rough Theatre
Collective. They are members of Pretender’s Productions.

In the accompanying article the incorrect address was given for
the old Arcata Creamery. The correct address is 9th and L streets.
In the Campus section, it was incorrectly reported that events at

HSU for Black History Month are being sponsored by HSU. The
Black Student Union is sponsoring the events.
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Angelel’s body found
by Fieldbrook home
By Teresa Mills

Hang in there
A.S.

members

Paul Mason

TOOD WUCETICH/LUMBERJACK STAFF

(front)

and Michael Roundy

waik the tight rope at last Saturday’s Retreat at Redwood
Park. This event emphasized teamwork, trust and positive
thinking among the group. Those on the ground would
offer verbal support to those suspended above.

Freshman fights
to remain alive
—

of the bacteria
was severe.

Although still critically ill,
Melanie Benn, HSU

freshman

stricken with meningitis, looks forward toa time when she can return
to college.

“Melanie’s (well-being) is really
very good,” her mother Candie
Benn said in a telephone interview

from San Diego. “She’s looking
ahead to ... going back to school.”
Benn lettered in basketball and
diving,
sang in the choir
and was
an honor studentat Mount Carmel
High Schoolin
Rancho Pefiaquitos
where she is from.
At 3 — ie
morning
she was rushed
to the emergency
room and immediately diagnosed
with meningococcal infection and
iven the proper antibiotics, her
ther Ed Benn stated in a fax.
“This disease acts 90 quickly that
if treatment had been delayed another hour she probably would
have died,” he stated.

The damage to Benn’s body before doctors stopped the growth

She had kidney failure, respiratory difficulty and a loss of circula
tion to her limbs and much of her
skin, her father stated.

Under brush in the area, Thiel

testing from Angelel’s first hus-

said he found what looked liked
human body parts that had been
there for a while and some jewelry.
“Through dental records we
were able to identify the body as
Lonna Angelel’s,” Thiel said.
The identity of a suspect was

band, whose identity
has not been
released. In addition, blood

Remains of Lonna Raye
samples were taken from Angelel’s
Angelel, wife of physical educason, who is from her first martion Professor Larry Angelel,
riage and her sister.
were found Saturday by investiThrough a process of eliminagators approximately one mile
tion, the blood samples could help
away from the couple’s residence not be revealed, but Thiel said an
investigators determine if the
in Fieldbrook.
arrest could be made within the
blood found in the back of
The Humboldt County
next few days or weeks.
Angelel’s truck was hers.
Coroner’s Office
Since the disapwas in the process pearance
of 47of doing an auyear-old Angelel,
topsy on her retwo searches have
“We feel we have 85 percent of
mains Tuesday afbeen conducted on
ternoon.
Larry Angelel’s
the picture.”
Humboldt
property. Rescue
CHRIS THIEL
County Sheriff's
dogs were used ina
Humboldt County Sheriff's detective
Detective Chris
Jan. 6 search of the
Thiel
said ata press
of the 20-acre parconference Tuescel in Fieldbrook.
day, that he reEarlier in the inceived a phone call at 7:20 a.m.
Although further investigations
vestigation, Thiel said each time
Saturday from someone with evi- need to be done in the case, Thiel
the property was searched, invesdence that could help investiga- said, “we feel we have 85 percent
tigators found more information
tors trace the location of Angelel, of the picture.”
on Angelel’s disappearance, but
who has been missing since Dec.
The day after Angelel’s disapsaid he could not reveal what they
17. Although he could not reveal pearance, her 1986 Nissan pickup
found.
the identification of the caller, he truck was found abandoned beLonna Angele was annulling
said it came from the Fieldbrook hind Al’s Eureka Truck Terminal.
her 15-year marriage to Larry
area.
Human blood was found in the
Angelel in order to join a monas“We ended up at the end of a back of her truck.
tery in San Diego.
logging road,” Thiel said. “I
Larry Angelel refused to comArrangements have been made
could smell a foul odor in the to obtain a blood sample for DNA
ment on the discovery ofhis wife’s
area.”
remains.

Students get a kick out of class
By Peter Sciacca
Hwa Rang Do, an ancient
style
of martial arts,
is a new
class offered by HSU this se-

mester.

The class, PE 285, marks

the first time it will be taught
for credit at a university
in the

United States.
Hwa Rang Do originated from

Southern Koreaand
was founded

more than 1,800 years ago by a
Buddhist priest named Won
Kwang Bopsa. At the time, Korea was divided into three king-

doms: Paekcha, Koguryo and
Silla.

The martial art was created for

the military application of defending the kingdom of Silla.
The soldiers who were trained
for this purpose, collectively
called the Hwarang, gained legendary status. They were intelligent and admired for heroic
deeds, earned a reputation for

See Hwa Rang Do, page 8

After two weeks, Benn was stable
enough to be transferred
to the Burn
Center
at University of Californiaat

San Diego Medical Center under

the care of doctors experienced in
successfully treating patients with

skin necrosis resulting from menininfections.

By this time, Benn’s circulatory
problems had caused
nous
contin in both hands and feet
tation ofbotharms
below
the5 ae and both legs
below the knee, her father
. She

is still fighting infections from her
wounds.

“Her condition changes daily,”
her mother said. “She has had nine

major surgeries and still has two to

five more before she can be considered out of the woods.”
Larry Frisch, medical chief of staff

ofthe Student Health Centerat
HSU

See Melanie, page4

HAVES/LUMBERJACK STAFF

Hwa Rang Do instructor Dan Perez (left) demonstrates his technique to students Brian
Schwartz (right) and Chris Kendall. Perez has been studying the art for 22 years.
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HSU Psychological Services, the

A workshop designed to help

people cope with the death of
offe
oved one wi
rConthCente
U’sHeal
dayinHS

nad to focus on
briefing is designed
with the iscreative ways to
and
healing
grief,
death,
of
sues

Health,St.Joseph’sHospitaland

826-3236.

ference Room from 9 to 10a.m. _ prevention.
For further information call
Sponsored by County Mental

ec

00books, mapsand ther
than4,5
materials can be permanently

checked out of the HSU Library.

formation services secretary for

the library and one of the sale or_ganizers, the offerings present a

variety.”
The library will be holding 2 “well-balanced
and
ce —

- to help purchase new books
with the exception of 5

cially priced books, hardbacks

will be $1; paperbacks 50 cents
and maps 25 cents or 10 for$2.

—_—‘Referen

aca-

well-represented,

demicbooksare

she said. The sale willbe held in

thelibrary’s main floorlobby from
7:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.

MARCH

I COURSE

15-17,

in 1995,h

Scm908,

sal

—.

carder

cessity of a sterile
environment Benn

—

treatment had been delayed another

flowers,

.

hour she probably would have died.

eects aero
ge

i

Due to the ne-

ennai

Whew

Price: $175

Deposit: $50 reserves your space. Send to:
P.O. Box 279 Arcata, CA 95518
by March 1, 1996

tad

receive
cannot balloons
stuffed

”

Limit: 40 participants

- plinaltaiilies,

However, every

Benn might also

;
and 90 SIRE nd they
She
erce forpeopleher gaverehabilitation
er stated.
dneywansplanth
needaki
Formermembers ofthe MCHS

months of rehabilitation,

read it to her.

prostheticsandhomehealth
care before she canreturnto

—_Girls Basketball ee
_planningagolftournamentinher

ae — are - lifee,” her mother said.

“Herconditionisstillvery,
very serious ... but she has a
very strong outlook,” her
mother said. “Melanie wants
tolive. She has foughtso hard
and is continuing to fight.
She never complains. The
nurses and doctors are
amazed at her strength and
perseverance.”
“Melanie’s new life will be
aconstant struggle to do what

of Inian Universalist Fellowship
land North County has established a trust fund in her name to
help with mounting bills and to
help get her back to school.
Insurance does not cover many
of the things the Benn’s need before they can get their daughter
back into college, her mother
said. She will need prosthetics, a
wheelchair and a voice-activated
computer among other things.
Benn can only speak in a whisper right now and she has little

cards, letters or posters to
Benn can mail them to

her mother said. There are only
seven people who are allowed to
see her in the hospital.
Benn’s mother said one thing
people in Humboldt County can
do to help is send cards, letters
and posters.

kind of fame that Melanie
was
g her father
in her life,”
seekin
stated. “But it did happen to

mained

and the UnitarLonaitie spring

he

undaunted,”

stated. “She is confident that
she will overcome the disabilities ... and havea meaningful and rewarding life.”

(707)826-2887

concentration to
listen to books on

ape.

father stated.
However, with the support of family and friends
“Melanie’s spirits have re-

can be rented from ERC

toys.

dees wat ie

ED BENN
Melanie’s father

Gal kin o oa
fe a ..

used to be automatic,” her

Equipment: Helmets, PFD'S, Wetsuits, etc.

a lot,” she

:
“The disease acts so quickly that if

+ tn
es

ar

day.
held Melaniele Benn Day y change
it helps
“I thinkevery

Jan. 29. Students raised money

five percent of the popula-

school.

1996

initial emphasis on self-rescue skills - also included:
Special segment on Cataraft Rescue!
ewater dynamics,
ehandling hazards and obstacles,
euse of basic rescue equipment, setting up technical
rope systems, controlling in-water contact rescues.
epractice landings with an actual helicopter and more!

contact with the outside world,

Students wishing to send

Melanie Benn, 13004 War
Bonnet Road, San Diego,
Calif., 92129. Those wish-

ing to donate to the Melanie

Benn Trust Fund can send
checks to the Melanie Benn
Fund, Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship of Inland North
County, P.O. Box 27844,

San Diego, Calif., 92128.
Make checks payable to the

church.
“Certainly this was not the

her and she is willing to take

on the challenges that were
imposed on her.”

eae
fh

“.

THE WHOLE MONTH OF FEBRUARY HAS BEEN DEDICATEDTO

“WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE.”

Comay andtake aloo!

ao at the foot of the stairs on the way to Plaza Grill
roe

ingococcal bacteria. Twenty-

e
send inspican adag

rational posters that we can

mother said.

SWIFTWATER RESCUE III
TECHNICIAN

herhospital room)
bi wall(i
8 ; a ac.

School, where Benn graduated

7

q

i
ney

reg

name, her father stated. The = © ‘ds.sp eople
her
seniors at Mount Carmel High

7

According to Cheryl Hull, in-

OnWednesday,Feb.21,more

i

population
100,000 of the ontactw
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the salivaofacarrierofmen-
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“
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at the San Diego Blood blood in
many people donated
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disease affects one in

andisspreadbyc
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¢ Continued from page 3
.
.
saidtherewasnoknownrea- —_ Jan 26 was Melanie Benn Day
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If you

are

or come

interested

call

the

see us in the UC

A.S.@8264221
South

Lounge.

Got a gripe, compliment, question or idea? |
Give us a call at 826-3271 or e-mail us at:

thejack@axe.humboldt.edu
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Students walk the globe

Pe

ByMcCarty,
Tammy

wi
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a geoerephy, global awareness
geography teacher preparation

sleasuraple. beauthu

a

,
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a

/
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ae

students kicked off their shoes Fri-

day, Feb. 9 to walk around the

a

“world.”
Laminated maps arranged like a

r

707 445 2609

flattened globe were situated on

the floor ofHSU’s basketball court

by the Geographical Society. A
small card was placed on top of
each country to explain its location, capital, gross national product, and population. —
Blue, red and white poker chips
each country’s
represen
ted present

sat,

sun

12:00-5:30

omy

by

appointment

p.m.

population and projected populations for the years 2010 and 2025.

HSU geography professor Paul
Blank leads the demonstration every semester but the event took on

“The maps are to celebrate 25
at HSU,” Blank
years of;
said. “In 1971 the first
student graduated from HSU.”
Teacher preparation students
used the maps to create new ways
to teach geography to various age

groups.

Geography Professor Paul Blank talks about the giant
sixth could use the maps to compare the size of the countries.
The

maps are an excellent
visual aid,”

said Greg Toleno, a student in the
Topics in Geography for Teachers class.
Blank has been collecting the
maps for years and first used them
as teaching aids four years ago at

map.

Stanford University.
“I wanted to have a way to demonstrate the Silk Road between

China and Europe,” Blank said. “I
decided to use the maps, and they
worked very well.”
He plans to continue using the
maps, with the next demonstration

Capture your Valentine ¢'
with a gift from us &
a well placed ribbon!
Make your goal

HEALTH Y

ONLY

$218

$218

Enroliment is now open and will

1700 Union Street - Arcata - 82-0367

Urry,

* Next to HSU Tennis Courts -

Thursdays
Worshi

“Solid Rock

“Breakfast for a buck”

lot at 6:30 p.m. for a ride or

8:30 a.nr and 10:50 a.m.
Breakfast Bible Study for

ee
—

Students - 9:30 a.m.

"You never

Call 822-1599 and leave a

outgrow your

soaiee & ak

need for god!“

Welcome

fe

HSU Students!

provide coverage through
August 24, 1996.

Coverage available
for dependents as well.
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dents office last week was recovand $58k in
ered. A checkboo

plates fromasemiat
ense
—movelic
the Theater Arts loading dock.

Babcock said.

cash were still inside, but $500

Commercial plates were being

by noteating
d
have been influence

_card.

without sleep.

“hostile listener” were received

not legally intoxicated.
“He was just a poor driver,”

ten up” for excessive noise
during residence hall quiet

¢ Monday morning a park-

on the vehicle.
The driver’s performance may _ was charged to a missing credit _ placed

|
Reckless
motorist
stopped

16hours
ursand
foreighthogoing
¢ A Juniper Hall resident re-

¢ Several phone calls from @

1:30
byaKHSUdiskjockeyabout

a.m. Friday. The callerwasupset
ported that a man monitors her
she uses her becausehissongrequestsweren’t
when tions
conversa
cordless, phone. She found out _ being played on the radio. No

Bad driving caughttheeye
of UPD Officer Tom

Tuesday when he addressed her
Wile she was on the phone.

threats were made, but the building was checked for security.

work Friday evening.

vereations 16 legal if information

mous caller from the University

Babcock while he drove to

© At 1:45 a.m. Friday enanony-

Monitoring cordless phone con-

hiscoffechad
snotdivulged | Centerreportedthat
on the °Ptzinedfromthemi
Avehicle travelingon-ramp
other comNo
been “altered.”
person, butmonitoring
her
toanot

Samoa Boulevard

e Fresno County Child Protec- _ ing officer found a battered

tive Services called UPD Friday

lot. A glass plate was shat-

Hall. Residents said the teenager
was
had been there. The teen
found that evening, taken to the

¢ Two men were panhandling Sunday under the LK
Wood Boulevard footbridge.

e A Cypress Hall student was

Monday afternoon three

youth may be living in Tan Oak _ tered.

a knife in a
~UPDstationandreleasedtoChild = One was holding
non-threatening manner.
Protective Services in Eureka.

Why
eacing
a brightyellow — acupandasignr
Saturday wearing
were
All
beer?”
need
_ lie, we

wind-breaker with “security”

feet off the road into the

said Scott Binder, public informa-

e driver continued on

his plush path until slowly

reconnectingto the highway
his Ge viaditay cureed:

k
called California
Babcoc
Highway Patrol on his cel-

e Just after midnight Wednes-

from
“taken” thejacket
had
—_saidhe

¢ A man was seen firing an

¢ During routine servicing Fri-

ern California. It was confiscated

dence on Granite Avenue

day afternoon, three holes from

in the small University Center

U%¢- A Sunset Hall resident

clock facing the Quad. Damage

agreed re

beta: estimated at $50.

for the night.

° Friday afternoon a Redwood

; Housingreported firecrackers
lular phone as he watched. inthe
Hill Quad Wednesday night.
TOR
ditets
Geatek
tiie datinad

Manor residentneededassistance

No debris was found and people in

and called 911. He needed 411

mph.

the quad said they didn’t hear any-

directory

The driver drifted over
roadway bumps. Babcock
spoke with the driver and a

thing.
¢ The man who assaulted oat
dent on the Cypress trail bridge

toward McKinleyville at 45

his former high school in south- _air gun in the air from a resi-

and shipped back Tuesday.

¢ An anonymous report of a
22 caliberpelletswerediscovered == person
on the University Center

in of
day, two complaints came
in the UC
loud bongo drumming

’

_told to move on.

of the event remain
cumstances

mystery.

:

League.

s were there with

seen in the UC quad about 2 a.m.

cellular communication =e felony, _ plaints were received and the cit- —_ written on its back. The student

“

meter in the library
g
parkin

with information that a Fresno

to Highway 101 swerved 15

tion officer ofthe American Radio

:

hours.

He

assistance.

:
misdialed. :
e AgasstationonAllianceRoad
_ reported the attempted use of a

—roofyieldedfour peoplewhohad

Monday afternoon. The Ar-

cata Police Department was
notified.

= * The library book drop

been drinking and gone up there _ receptacle was damaged by a

“fortheview.” Theywerewarned

about trespassing and released.

vehicle Monday afternoon.

© There are no suspects.

¢ The UPD Found Prop-

e A student was warned about

contributing to the delinquency _ erty Sale brought in $1,469
ofaminorwhentwojuvenilerela- | Saturday morning for shorttives, who were not registered _ term student loans. Clothes,
guests, were found inaRedwood _ jewelry, watchesand umbrel-

sobriety test was given. A

last week may have been seen ata
party in Arcata Wednesday. No

. _ las weresold for pricesashigh
stolen creditcardFriday.Thecard — Hallroom. Abongwasalsoseized
as $2.
were
calls
phone
Obscene
©
was
wasstolenat HSU. A juvenile

CHP officer arrived.
Although the man had

one called UPD that night because
there was a keg at the party.

apprehended, bookedandlodged
in juvenile hall. :

received by a Living Group Advisor early Sunday morning soon

Compiled by Andrew I. Jones

consumedtwobeers,hewas

A fanny pack swiped from a

¢ Friday evening two people

after three residents were “writ-

test was given again when a

backpack in the Associated Stu-

_ were reportedly seen trying to re-
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(707) 445°8332
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The Chinese art of slow motion exercise and meditation.

manufacturing

Pad

Loans on anything of value
315 cae

TAI Co
Beg. 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Adv. 6:30 - 8:00 p.m.
starting Feb. 26th

Wednesdays
Beg. 7:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Adv. 8:00 - 9:30 p.m.

starting Feb. 28th

$55 for

MAKERS
Enrollment in 1 class entitles you to attend both.
or 826-9605
For more info. call Margaret Emerson 826-2330

a bright idea, and you's ie

>

leave with a brilliant

“26-760*°

1021 “I” 6t. ARCATA
CA 96621

We now serve SUSHI

at the Depot
Monday - Saturday

11:00 - 7:00

Full Color

:
at $1.95 from our
Prints
Apple Color Laserwriter
12/600 PS

the
gives your project

edge you need.
Professional
G Street, Arcata 822-8712
1618

2021 Sth Street, Eureka 445-3334
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Your branch office

Open 6 a.m. to midnight, Everyday
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New ramp built

7

for student use
@ The Information Superhighway is
now more available for HSU students,
faculty and staff to plug into thanks to
144 new modems in Van Matre Hall.
Richard Latham
CUMBERJACK
STAFF

Anyone wondering about the
two new ATM-like machines in
Van Matre Hall might be pleased

nomics professor.

to learn about HSU’s new on-ramp
to the Information Superhighway.
A new Internet provider,

to sign up for the service when it

SprintLink,
was installed last week.

work and research at home and
hopefully
log on with no busy sig-

and Mosaic, which are not available on the student’s free service,”
said Tom Butte, business and eco-

“This will allow me to do more

nals

There are two kiosk machines
oncampus
where SprintLink’s services can be purchased. The two
kiosks are located in the south
lounge of the University Center
and across from the University
Police Department in the Student

and Business Services Building

Payments can be made by
credit card, check or money
order.
“A kiosk is just a stand alone
information booth where students
and faculty can sign up and pay for
SprintLink,” said Jon Dice, a servicing technician for SprintLink.

ee

dents and faculty 70 hours of
prime-time use(6a.m. to midnight)
and 90 hours of off-time use (midnight to 6 a.m.).
“SprintLink provides a good
service for HSU and allows the use
of popular browsers like Netscape

;

MELISSA LUBIN/LUMBERJACK
STAFF

ee

$12.50 monthly
charge giving stu-

went active Th

Equipment technician Rick Garcia adjusts a piece of the
more than 140 computer
modems that make up the heartof

Se

Included in the installation were
144 new modems with speeds of
up to 28,800 bits per second.
SprintLink brings an Internet
carrier guaranteeing
users busy signals only 5 percent of the time.
Competitive pricing includes a

Butte initiated HSU’s
tions with Sprint. He was the first

the SprintLink system in Van Matre Hall.

Lumber Ja ck humboldt. edu
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an emphasis onfamil rae
“ California Es Gale
the school farthest north,
Perez said. “The world headuarters is just outside Los

arts. Asa result, the Hwarang

Angeles.”

e estimated there

Rang

Do community,

are vou 100 schools in the
States.
United
“The U.S. has the largest

was disbanded and teaching
of Hwa Rang Do became limited to select individuals in

Hwa

secrecy.

but it is

The private practice re-

also popular in Eu-

rope, Mexico,

mained this way for several
generations until it was made
available to the publicin 1960
through the opening of a

Japan, Hol-

land, the Philippines and
Canada,” Perez said.
Students of Hwa Rang

compete in several

Do

arts

tournaments nationally. The
three largest tournaments are

school in Seoul, South Ko-

rea. This school was founded
by brothers
Joo Bang Lee, the
58th successor to the title of

the Big M.A.C., Martial Arts

Fest and the Inter-Hwa Rang

Do Tournament.
“Hwa Rang Do usesacolor
belt systemof ranking,” Perez
said. “The nine belts from ber orange, yelare white,
inne
ow, green, purple, blue,
and black.”
brown, half-black

Supreme Grand master, and

Joo Sang Lee, the Head Grand
master.

strikes, throws,

information, call us at:

Fie

neemen

thought unfavorably of the
image created by the warring

weapons, ground fighting
techniques, pressure point

throng

began instructing n 1991.

ofKorea. However, those who
governed Koreaduring the Yi
Dynasty _ (1392-1910)

punches,

TTT.

that’s what!

unifying the three kingdoms

Since its conception, little
has changed in the art.
Hwa Rang Doisa hybrid of
soft and hard fighting styles.
The system utilizes kicks,

AA

spec,
Potential advertising
For more

© Continued from page 3

fighting sect in Asia
garded
and were characterized by a

ALS

What are you looking af?

Hwa Rang Do
being the most highly re-

A

an internal power known as ki)
© WaeGong(extemal powerchanneled through selfdefense techniques
® Moo GiGong (weapons power)
e Shin Gong (mental power)

Brae Shopping Center in Arcata.
For the past couple of years the
facility has expanded from 500 to
220,000 square feet.
“Itis growing every day,” Perez

The HSU Hwa Rang Do
class meets Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 11 a.m. in
room

125 of the Forbes

Complex.

num

3
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ral Center presents HSU's 2nd Annual Diversity Conference
THROUGH
“Community

STRENGTH
CULTURAL DIVERSITY
Action for Non-Violence"

Saturday, February 24,1996

9am-5pm,

KBR

Philip Agee

Oren Lyons

Ex-CIA Officer, international
authority on the CIA, and author of
"Inside the Company: CIA Diary"
Mr. Agee lectures regularly on his
experience with the CIA, in addition
to many other related issues, such as
US Foreign Policy, governmental
corruption and social activism.

Faithkeeper of the Turtle Clan;
Onondoga Nation, an internationally
recognized speaker on Native and
Indigenous rights, and a professor
at SUNY Buffalo, Mr. Lyons has
addressed the UN General Assembly,
helped to negotiate various
governmental settlements and has Geen

He currently lives in Germany.

featured on PBS.
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Bill Burton

Michela Alioto

Dennis Chuning

Monica Marvin

Carol Ruth Silver
e

>

Profiles by Christina Begley

ton D.C., Michela Alioto de-

cided to use her political
experience and run for Congress. The
St. Helena resident worked on

both the Clinton-Gore and
Feinstein campaigns, as well as
holding several positions at the
federal level.

North Coast concerns gained a
voice when HSU engineering
graduate, Bill Burton, nowa Korbel
businessman entered the Demo-:

cratic primary race.
In a district that stretches
Del Norte, Humboldt,

Mendocino, Napa, and Sonoma

Candidate Dennis Chuning entered the race with the goal of putting America back to work.
After
iri
Brown’s
1992 Presidential Election Cam-

paign on the North Coast, Chuning
has some similar issues he would
like to take to Congress for the 1st

District.

worked and raised a family in this

“The median income of Americans has become stagnantand
there

area, I have a large stake in the
future of our district. I want our
children to have abundant opportunities and enjoy a good qualityof
life,” Marvin said. “Unfortunately,
with Frank Riggs as our Representative in Congress our opportunities are dwindling and our quality

and household income of those

of this district have been consistently overlooked by current
Congressman Frank Riggs.

represent the people, but I'll also
represent the ecosystems of the
North Coast.”
Environmental concerns top the
list ofhis “Good News Campaign,”
which includes the preservation of
Headwaters Forest. To save Headwaters Forest, Burton proposed a
debt-for-nature swap. This would

See Alioto, page 12

See Burton, page 12

volved in many disability issues,

including the President’s National Council on Disability.
Alioto said she feels the needs

“As someone who has lived,

sentative from Humboldt.
“The people of this district
need

has been an actual decline in wages

in 1981, Alioto has become in-

after watching Frank Riggs implement policies that she disagreed
with.

counties, Burton is the only reprea new voice,” Burton said. “I'll

After a disabling ski accident

St. Helena lawyer Monica
Marvin said she entered the Ist
District congressional race after
years of involvement
in politics and

below the median,”
he said. “There

is no doubt the middle-class is

shrinking.”

Chuning has several specific
means to increase job development, including repealing NAFTA

of life is declining.”

ing” the minimum wage and en-

Marvin’s main platform revolves
around jobs. She plans to increase
minimum wage, strengthen the

See Chuning, page 12

See Marvin, page 13

and GATT, “substantially
increas-

Attorney and real estate broker Carol Ruth Silver entered
the Democratic primary race
saying
she was the best hope to
oust “freshman Gingrich Republican Frank Riggs.”
Silverhas
been practicing law
for more than three decades,

alongwith consistent public service. She was elected
to the San
Francisco Board ofSupervisors
in 1977 and chaired
many committees, including planning, finance, housing and development and environmental services.
She is making the problem of
structural unemployment the
centerpiece of her campaign.
“Study after study documents the emergence of a per-

See Silver, page 13

Summer youth program eliminated in county
@ Due to federal
budget cuts, county
youth employment
program is cancelled.
Oy

een oe
In 1995 the Summer Youth

Employment Training
employed 1,310 participants in
California. In 1996, zero partici-

pants will be employed.

Federal budget cuts have resulted in the imination of the

SYETP, provided by the Private
Industry Council.
A notice regarding Humboldt
County’s cancellation of the program was released to local schools

and the press on Jan. 24, stating
that

current efforts to re-

store summer job funds are successful,
the PIC

this program, ranging in ages from
14 to 21, were able to earn

minumum
wage working 20 hours
a week.
“The

youth
employment
Summer
Cae
participation

ee eee
era
Summer Youth Employment Training Program.

No. of youths

will not be
offering

‘
:
“We've been providing input to

purpose is
to
give

Year

orthe popuike
program

both the local, state and national
elected officials to try to provide

(partici-

kl
poeure to

1995

$566,340

275

1994

$565,316

221

Picisa

them with information
about the

of

1993

$645,974

290

,

federally-

funded

employment
training
facility
and has
had p

positive
effect the program has
had,”
F

e wor

work

and show

them what

it’s like and
what's ex-

JOE DAVEY pected of
operations manager
at PIC them,”
said Joe
s such as SYETP,
Davey, operations
at the

which helps disadvantaged youth,

Eureka PIC office.

for over a decade. Participants of

| Theprogramprovidedemploy-

fundi

SOURCE: Humboldt County Private industry Council

ment opportunities to economically disadvantaged young adults
who otherwise may not have been

given jobs without the federal
funds, which paid their salaries.
“A lot of individuals that might
have been having a hard time in

school or weren’t interested get
involved in our program. We're
interested in turning them
around,” Davey said, adding that
one of the most important objecSee Youth program, page 15

ee

After spending the past two
and a half years working as a
domestic
policy adviser for Vice
President Al Gore in Washing-

Oe
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Trinity Reauthorization Act to restore fish population
Fish and Wildlife Restoration
Act,

@ Humboidt County
Officials await
Senate’s OK on
wildlife legislation.

was designed to address problems

ogy entirely,” Weseloh said, refer-

created by the construction
of the
Trinity and Lewiston dams.
in the 1960s to
wa-

ture of the river. “They changed

problems
with operations of the Trinity
and

(UMBERIACK
STAFF =—~—~—C—SSCS*S

Lewiston

Representatives’

the river's wide, sloping banks toa

dams,”

said

Mark

sin Fish and Wildlife Reauthorization Act in December was what
local fishermen and environmen-

talists consider to be a step forward.

They hope theact will
premier

salmon and Steelhead
trout fisheries.

Introduced by Rep.
Frank
Riggs,
R—

Basin boundary

habitat forjuveniles

).”

Zuspan and Weseloh also cited
sedimentation and the loss of

“flushing flows” — fluctuations in
water levels that moved gravel

nels to increase
fish habitat, selec-

tive dredging and
restoration of the
berm — the transition between
water and land

STAN DIXON Where vegetation

Windsor, the bill was

8F° ws.
It also funded
fish population
assessments and flow studies, and
provided for fish hatchery upgrades and maintenance.
According to Jason Conger,
natural resources advisor to Riggs,

Humboldt County supervisor

by the Housein a
412-Ovoteand currently
resides in the Senate
Natural Resources Committee.
If passed by the Senate, the bill
will provide a three-year extension
of funding, necessary reforms and
cost controls for the 10-year-old
Trinity River Restoration Program.
The original program, spawned
in 1984 as the Trinity River Basin

upstream of the dams were lost
forever,”
said Tom Weseloh, north
coast manager of Cal Trout, astate-

wide conservation organization
representing sport fishing. “Fish
production went down the toilet.”
Down river habitat was affected
as well.
“The new flows (released by the

AY
Tanr\

million of budget authority after
indexed for inflation. The window
to spend that money expired at the
end of September 1995 with $13
million unspent.
Besides extending the restoration in progress another three
years, the reauthorization
also conprove the overall process.
“There’s no certainty that the

yi

original

program
would be contin-

asitwas,” Congersaid. “There

plaza
grill

When the Trinity and Lewiston Dams
they
ed
1960's,
uct
in the
were constr
on
populati
fish
the
affected
y
seriousl
in the Trinity River and changed the
River
Trinityy.
Thelog
river's morpho
Basin Fish and Wildife Reauthorization
Act, if passed, will help correct the

damage

caused by the dams.

SOURCE: Trinity River Basin Fish and Wildlife Management Program

JACKSON GARLAND/
GRAPHICS EDITOR

the original bill contained $67.5

tains amendments
designed to im-

wt

Trinity River

banks
ed
with brushy
hap
U-scanal

“The reauthorization is important. It would be
the federal government restoring their
responsibility for the Trinity River, since they
destroyed it with the dams in the first place.”

return the river to its
former status as one of

Fixing those dam 1problems

Zuspan, Trinity River specialist
for
the Department
of Fish and Game. within the river — as adverse ef“When
the Trinity was - fects.
dammed, 90 percent of its flow
for physical improvements of the
was diverted,
and 109 miles
of river
river such as digging of side chan-

approval of the Trinity River Ba-

California’s

ringto the dynamic physical struc-

—

By Jonathan Jeisel
The House of

dams) changed the river morphol-

was high administrative overhead

that was very wasteful, and little

money was getting through for res-

toration.
“We put in language to see that
the object is a restored fishery, not
just spending on restoration.”
Besides the streamlining of ad-

ministrative spending, the advisory

task force that Riggs created to help
craft the legislation will be expanded to include more private
“stakeholders” such as commercial and sport fishermen, Native
Americans and local government.
The group was previously composed primarily of federal agen-

cies.

“There was a meeting of various
interest groups a year ago, where

Riggs told us to come up with a
consensus and he’d get it through

the House,” Weseloh said. “The

fact that the groups actually cooperated is almost bigger than the act

itself.”
Humboldt County Supervisor

Stan Dixon was impressed with
Riggs’ effort, but expressed concern over another bill that threatens to undermine the reauthorization.

See Trinity River, page 15
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Plaza curfew to remain 2 a.m.,n ecw
ordinance focuses on broken glass

J]

By Vanessa
L Payne
After hearing pleas from more
than 30 Arcata residents, the City
Council unanimously decided to
remove from a new city ordinance
a proposed 9 p.m. curfew on the
Arcata Plaza.
In addition to striking the new
curfew, the council amended the

ordinance to establish a prohibition on glass alcohol containerson
the Plaza rather than all glass containers, as was originally suggested.
Residents angered by the pro- =
posed curfew change packed City &
Council chambers Wednesday to ¢
protest the ordinance.
Representation of the commuCitizens can walk through the Plaza after 9 p.m. but are subject to fines for having glass alcoholic
nity was diverse, from junior high
beverage containers.
school children to business ownMayor Carl Pellatz addressed
cilman Jason Kirkpatrick said he
ers to the homeless who frequent
¢ designating a drug-free zone.
the
issue of increasing violence on
has spoken with three nighttime
the Plaza.
According to Police Chief Mel
the Plaza, noting he has been frightemployees in the last two months
The proposed ordinance,
Brown, the city has had a difficult
ened at times to walk across it.
written
time finding solutions to the in- about the noise situation and how
“P’ve been afraid on that plaza
the hotelis losing clientele because
by the city’s Department of Parks creasing problems of noise and
for the last year,” Pellatz said.
of it.
and Recreations, was recomunlawful activity on the Plaza.
The mayor said he was tired of
Inaddition to complaints about
mended to the council for its con“The problem with the plaza is
having the issue resurface every
the noise from restless drummers,
sideration as a response to many we have a city park next to
year
or two and that it was about
many residents and business owncomplaints from businesses and someone’s house. And in addition
time the community as a whole to
ers have noticed an excessive
residents regarding noise and vio- to the noise from the bars you have
work together to help solve the
amount of litter, particularly brolence.
this city park where people get
problem.
ken glass.
Included in the proposal were drunk, make noise and end up
“You people have come here
“Unfortunately,
part of the litter
three key components which the sticking eachother with knives,”
and challenged this so we’re deon the plaza is broken glass and
Department of Parks and Recre- Brown said.
pending on you,” he said. “You
our crews contantly have major
ation believed would alleviate the
Many of the complaints about
have to be the impetus to change
clean-up problems,” City Manager
problems currently affecting busi- the Plaza have been from the manthings on the plaza. If you say
Alice Harris said. “This presents
nesses surrounding the Plaza:
agement
of the Arcata Hotel, where
you’re
going to police yourselves
dangerous condition, especially
© imposing a 9 p.m. curfew
many of its visitors have comthan do it and prove me wrong.”
for a child.”
e prohibiting glass containers
plained of excessive noise. Coun-
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Washington. Left out of the dis-

Alioto, who is a San Francisco Su-

inthe North Coast,” shesaid.“Republicans and Frank Riggs are
making it harder for seniors to afford health care, harder for stu-

cause I believe that we need programs that will help people get back
on their feet: Medicare for seniors,
financial aid for students, and tax

Francisco, and her aunt, Angela

cussions are the very real needs of _ pervisor.
“I am running for Congress bethe thousands of working families

svYvsSTtTeEms

ades/

a two-term mayor of San
Alioto,

Collett ta Aden the doin

CcOmMPUTER

¥

¢ continued from page 9
partisn ideologyin
“Extreme

G St. 826-7476

LONDON =
PARIS
AMSTERDAM
FRANKFURT

harder for us to their goals ”
protect the en-

vironment.”

aD

=e pe
Alioto
ies,”

work

with

people to help

MICHELA ALIOTO

1st District candidate them achieve
As a canditheir goals.”
date, Alioto is
Alioto also
“vowing to bea
legislator who will be attentive to commented on her experiences in
theneedsofherconstituents.”She _ the last few years.

“In Washington D.C.,I watched

the area, which she hopes to con-

in frustration as Frank Riggs and

great grandfather established fish-

on the needs of millions of Ameri-

City, and Fort Bragg. Her family
history is also full ofpoliticalmembers, including hergrandfatherJoe

denyindividualsthevery tools they
need to achieve their own independence and success.”

ing businesses in Eureka,Crescent

Newt Gingrich turned their backs

cans,” she said. “In doing so, they

estry practices.
“Sustained

yield timber operations are ap-

propriate on the North Coast,
only harvesting the amount of

timber that grows back,” he said,
adding that his work has shown
him “forests can be productive

and protectedatthesametime.” —
Job development is also a big
issue for Burton, who said that _
last year he brought more than

Chuning
© continued from page 9
couraging collective bargaining

=

and unions.

Soa

for
in-

said. “ConProd jobs, xd people to help them achieve gress
should

tinue. In the 1920's, she said, her

Sel
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Congress should work with
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“America is being bled todeath
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orCorporationsandnotmorethan

is decided by who can raise the
most money. Voters are not aware
that money raised most often comes

re
in direct
$100 from individuals. At press fromthosewhoseinterestsa
time, the other candidates had not _ conflict with ordinary citizens.”
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2365 Myrtle Ave., Eureka
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CHUNING
DENNIS
1st District candidate

which would limit total expendi-

feeee

pressed an interest in campaignfinance reform. Here is an opporwh
tunity to put their

“All the candidates have ex-

—

government programs forhelp.Ul-

6 OGGe

from Political Action Committees

sonal funds, not more than $5,000

of they 1st‘0
“It is time
agipeamaie
Mine theap people
Dieniet

agreement to the other candidates
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signed onto the agreement.

j who to vote for based on the
opportunityj to decide
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gece

not more than $5,000 from per-

Sand
tris aetime the people of the Ist District have an

bead
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has activated within the primary

We can offer
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¢ An environmentally-oriented organization

large, diversified engineering staff

Comprehensive benefits
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rapidly cutting them out ofthe ser- to bear arms.

vice sector.”
esaulad

She refers to these positions as “a
Soeeieces as

at

porate cutsasan “... a commitment
to that

thinkiandng a

$t District candidate

ner,
who will pay the phone bill?”
habitats Silver has strongly
supported is a woman’s right to

choose. She founded the organiza-

tion Every Child a Wanted Child
in order to “fight for the right of
American women to obtain RU486,” the French abortion pill.
=
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has

“Republi-

can follies.” Among those issues

she opposes are thefts and give-

aways of public trust lands, up to

i

BECAUSE SOMETIMES
WE RUN OUT.

and including the Alaska tundra;
cuts in sudentlols eater taae
tionalprograms and the proposed

$245 billion tax cuts “for the
wealthiest few.”
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"Joyce and I have worked together,

@

as our Judge.”

William Daniel, professor, Humboldt State University

e Attorney since 1983.

e Almost daily courtroom experience for the past 12 years.
e Private practice, Law Office of W.G. Watson, Jr.

; WMretor/ Mediator as assigned.

connected to her children and family.

¢ Past Deputy District Attorney.

¢

Sre

Commissioner,

Humboldt County Juvenile Justice Commission.

eat rae Coe tern

Rules & Procedures.

e ae
;

A

’ i
. IX

ONaU
ROMUMME

Comer ee

She is able to balance all aspects of her life

and does so with a lot of personal integrity."

Audrey Maynor, stent athlete, Humboldt
State Univers
.
"I strongly support Joyce. Her commitment

aeSunrise Rotary Club of Arcata.
Member,

to all in the community makes her an

Member, American Association of University Women,
Humboldt County & Leagueof Women Voters of Humboldt

Mark Colwell, professor, Humboldt State University

.

©

‘i

@ Board Member Humboldt Educare (preschool).
©

"Knowing Joyce personally, I see her

excellent choice."

ratbort
Mendes mbar eeeciieten §— || VOte Vote March
Mare 26th ,
* fecscecstesacommeceres
& American
Heart Association,

Humboldt County.

Pald for by the Committee to Elect Joyce Hinrichs Judge « Marilyn Lewis, Treasurer 1D0961781
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prc r ams for next year
City Council reviews goals, prog

bySi-Selmone

AYC official said.
“I work with these kids,” said
Christy Snyder, an AYC volun-

A teen center, a drug dog and

teer. “Part of the crime problemin

ers to the area were just a few of the
goals discussed for the city of Arcata and the coming
fiscal year.
The City
il met last week

stand the political process. A gobetween, between kidsand authority could help a lot.”

the encouragementof major retail-

forits yearly discussion and review
of city activities and goals. Public
input came from the Hope Coalition with a request for low-cost

housing as well as low-cost, safe
ee

for the homeless.

Youth Combined was also
there with an impassioned plea for
a youth facilitator for the Arcata
Youth Center. A facilitator would
help to build trust between community youth and authority,an

ae

this city is that kids don’t under-

Many ofthe goals discussed were
started in previous years
and were
on the list for a progress report.
The wastewater project, started

in 1994 to limit and reduce waste-

water into city sewers, is on schedule
and slated for completion
next year.
A heated debate took place between
Councilman
Jason
Kirkpatrick and City Manager
Alice Harris when Ki
suggested the city budget funds for the
teen center in an effort to move the

tailer coming to the area saying it

stagnant project along.

“The city cannot budget funds
for the center. It’s a grant sponsored project,” Harris said.

“Money for parks and recreation
centers -_ driedup. It’s not surprising

isn’t —

prsscity

this project

"The state
a
takes a half

million in revenues every year.”

Another loud discussion took

wasn’t in keeping with the city’s
. Harris summed up the situ-

ia by enying the city hee been
facingan image problem for years.

discussed
or even listed will
slated
for execution. Depending on the amount
of money the

for its annual budget,
city receives

to be determined
next month, the

“Whatwe need to ask ourselves
is what do we want to become. And
then become that,” she said.

Under the category of improv-

ing Go egenenes oS

oe

that

to the

nay
oad
(an attendant) and a drug dog fo :
coment Se
the Plaza would

ceive money from the city have a
aa
for completion
by the year 2000.

“We're losing our sales tax dol-

the parkmore. accessible toaegen-

included:
e Enforcement of sidewalk re
pair

over the recruitment, which

the council later

sisting” of major

to “as-

area.

crime and drug prob:

lars to Eureka,” Councilman Carl

eral community.

chases.”
Some council members were

Kirkpatrick said. He questioned the
expense of acquiring another one
just for the park.

Pellatz said. “You end up going to
Eureka for all your major pur-

opposed to any kind of major re-

APD already has two drug dogs,

There is no —"

Other goals discussed and listed

that the

| a eleeny

(xg

ABROAD

TUCO

e MASTERCARD
e DISCOVER

3rd & C Streets, Eureka * (707) 444-9671

*

Now

Open

7:00

a.m.

Fri.

&

Everyday
Sat. ‘til 9:00

p.m.

Professional and liberal
arts courses

Internships with
international firms

Traveling seminar in

Beijing,

Shanghai &
Hong Kong
instruction in English

Chinese language

courses

Affiliation
with the
University of Hong Kong
Ten scholarships
available for fall

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL
.

Procrams Asroan
119 Eucuo Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13244-4170

1-800-235-3472

* Organic Espresso & Local Foods
* Fresh Juices & Smoothies
%* Catering & Take out
%* Vegan & Vegetarian Meals
Northtown Between G & H

768 18th St. ¢ Arcata

826-7543
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econtinued from page 9
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course
wereabletogotodan

t

to "Codetenia’ s effort is het aha
anced
eee

ae

vag irae itary funding
businesses.”

Sathare ale

mectand Bee

ae

canes

a

doctor’s office or

fina ncially e

through private or

an

;

|

aoe and

ter the summer. The program

less are

groups,” Dixon said. “It ——

decision’s

— it wasclearlya
just a slam-dunk

the state by PIC.

“We've been providing inputto

¢mployerswhopartici-

and national
the local, state
pated in the program _ both

intheyearstocome. Lastsummer, _ tainly helped a lot of students that

§ “IfNewt Gingrich takes interest

coming foryears,”

on behalfof Doolittle, he can pull

some votes,” Dixon said. “On the

— withoutit, resto- otherhand, Riggsistheseniorcon-

thing

made

eh aeatanaaal
Staind, ,
p
prt A het bs llc ome
powerknow
in
sure

knows the flow

he said. “In my opinion, water is

one. _the basic
and not an easy
negotiation,

Efforts to restore funding have been

because many of the

oWithous ‘aalond foe
iitt is The e ‘Gullowa
tee
benefits
and experience
Se
ude
uae
cae
cercanno
young

figure out how to deal with using CVP bill.

job of bringing

Munther said.

“he _ a. acatheir participation,

elected officials to try to provide

wae

“Congreseman Riggs didagood

abc —
demicunitsfor

were either public fa-

Trinity River
‘

would be
to access

community channels

BOB MUNTHER

associate principal at Eureka High Schoo!

Paddelfeams nosiedoncso deh
nee
eee
permanent position continuing

occupations program. Classroom

rogram,

program

gt
difficult

SYETE

ests of henoinieat Sectmane
O iearinnier ca eee
health
tudents’ attenti

govemmentsupplied —_ sociate principalat Eureka High
In addition : earning a
Pic with $566,340 for

It certainly helped a lot of students that
have been involved academically and

people at the Natural

the

academicall
i

and financially,” Bob Munther ae.

Humboldt County sented bailed:

e

In 3 past, the

have been involved
i

people in

‘ies aks the falda
the afternoon at a
_ clinic.

bigger hits, aDwey

” Jobe trae

peoplelackingexperienceandcon-

the thep program served 275

both sides.”

ge

Desire to help others?

7

Sensitve to : variety of lifestyles?

5

Good communication skills?

=

ati

eemenune
:

Sut cul ane

these

acta

would

aramen

*

ait
aeeek

eepel ere

tedthebud

ne

opened the door for man y young

relevant to the

the-job a

ok doe

age ec copes

cod

_instructionwascombinedwithonwa
"

We

tives of the program was to build

:

on the House Approgressman

to see him de- _ ration would be futile.”
“It’s important

liver the same leadership against

there is a subDixon believes

theopin-

federalgovernmentrestoringtheir

Doolittle, R—

it with the

priations Committee, and obvi-

in the Trinity ously a powerful committee can
the Central Valley Project Reform stantial difference
pull some opposition.”
Actas he did to passthereauthori- and CVP legislation.
According to Conger,
“The reauthorization isimporzation.”
oppor the VP
be the eda
he said. “It would
in the tant,”
Many people involved

by Rep. —

ae

first
Roseville, would undermine res- ok
bill is aa payoff to
“Doolittle’s
efforts.
toration
interests that put money
CVP bill does nothingfor corporate
“The
the Trinity — it threatens it,” in his campaign coffers,” Dixon
Weseloh said. “It could wipe out said.“Thesearenotmom-and-pop _
everything we've fought for with farms —they’re owned by big Wall
the authorization.”

the (CVP)

Rig s

is flat-out opposing

bil right now,” Conger

said. “We feel pretty

ly that

if (Riggs) opposes it, it won't go
anywhere.”
thought chances of the
passing were “100
reauthorization
percent.”
Tim McKay, director of the

Street corporationsthatoftendon’t

NorthcoastEnvironmental Center,

Dixon said that Riggs’ support

zation,and the CVP billisareform

the reauthorization
Weseloh indicated thatthe CVP _ have anything to do with agricul- _ also
bill would lessen the amount of ture — it’s justin their portfolios.” to pass over the CVP bill.
water earmarked for the Trinity _ Doolittle could not be reached = McKay said, “There’s more bipartisan support for the reauthoribasinbydelayingdecisionsonflow for comment.
levels.
“Doolittle wants more time to

YEW!

EXPANDIE

SUPER

KIING

SKIING

(916)

SNOW

is crucial to the rejection
of the

PHONE

ON

DO

SPECIALS

Dae

Peron

DL

otereletete

a ©

measure that is more radical.”

University

ion that the CVP bill, introduced

“Mr.

Humboldt

Trinity restoration

Applications can be picked up in the
Housing office on the 2nd floor of the JGC. Your
completed application and letters of recommendation ere due by 5 p.m., Feb. 23rd 1996.
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Dangling shoes are a source of consternation for some
Cox Cable shares use of utility
“You can throw them away or

(PG&E) and Pacific Bell. A two to
threradius
ebaround
lock
| ] thand
C streets is known by the three
comp
asaan
shoe intensiv
ieesarea.
A few months ago, the footw
spurred Arcata City
i
Jim Test to complain about the
sight at a council meeting. He later
called the shoes a “childis
prank”
h
and “tacky.”
A neighbor near the Track

Andrew Jones
THis WEEK EXITOR

eae ar
The

dents.

for running enthusiasts and

home to eight residents.

complain (about the shoes),”

Xpress that to other people.

said Jason Dressler, Track

natural re-

sources professor, finds

”

the shoes amusing.

oder a celldas wed

once... [hope Idon’tever
get old enough to think

pre-nursing sophomore

mental resources engineering
senior.

that’s not humorous,”

Dressler said the shoes are new

fall of 94.

He’s never thrown any up, but

__ VanKirksaidtheshoes werealso

careforit...Icouldcarelessabout

away before being cleared off last

the notoriety (they bring to the

said some of the shoes “definitely”

neighborhood).”

come from people in the houseor = The neighbor said the shoes
who are associated with running. —_ could be donated to a charity.

Shoe dangling is nothing new,

_ Dressler said if the shoareeslike

but Dave Brown, technical super-

his own, they have thousands of

visor for Cox Cable, said the phe-

nome
in Humbo
no
ldt County
n is

“mostly preval
in ent
Arcata.”

VanKirk said.

anonymous, saidtheshoesare“un-

since he moved to the house inthe _ sightly, unnecessary, and I don’t

SAVE $280

house, Bob VanKirk, re-

tired HSU

HEIDI CLAASEN

House resident and environ-

nad,

(hese days to express that

to other people.”
Surveying the scene
from a step outside his

and pride. It’s hard these days to

“We’venever hadanybody

per

track team and community.
“I smile when I see (the shoes)
and get a feeling of their excitement and pride. It’s hard

| smile when | see (the shoes) and
get a feeling of their excitement

“Track House,” a hang-out

di

the situation.
I can live with it.”
Another neighbor, Heidi
Claasen, pre-nursing sophomore,
said the shoes show spirit for the

At 1 lthandC streets, about

dangle in front of the HSU

» who has never

don’t feel judging or angry about

A high-wire shoe-balancing act House, who asked to remain
across Arcata’s utility poles is
drawing mixed reviews.
es
25 pairs of tied-together shoes

nei

4H3H1LV3H

costly.

--. throw them up there,” he said.

431H9D OLOHd (43d

@ Cox Cabland
e
PG&E officials say
shon
opowe
ersline
near Track House
are bothersome
and

Several pairs of old

running shoes adorn

front of the Track House at
and C streets.
thick on the lines a couple blocks _ adjoining line, causing a power11th own
lines.

spring.

None of the utility companies

classify shoes as a hazard.
Craig Porter, PG&E’s Hum-

boldt district manager, said alarge
collectionofshoescould“conceiv-

outage.

The C Street shoes were re-

In his two years living in the

moved oncein MabyyCox Cable.

county, he’s seen no evidence of

this happening.
_—Typically, PG&E’s lines are at

the top of autility pole. Cox Cable

runs parallel underneath and Pa-

_A technician for the company said

out to the point of being

winds and make the lines sway

enough to make contact with an

they are usually only cleaned off
once a semester because the lines

just get filled again.

miles of running on them and are ably” cause resistance in heavy
cific Bell runs on the bottom.
worn

“worthless.”

power lines in

Pacific Bell and PG&E estimated

removal costs for one cleaning at

A utility company usually only —$100to $200 for travel, equipment

removes shoes that reside on its

and employee costs.

Pow
erMac 7200
Features:
© PowerPC 601/90Mhz processor
° 8MB of RAM, SO0MB Hard Drive

© Quadru
Speedple
CD-ROM

° Three industry-standard
PCI expansion slots.

EB g (omternemizcmccoramey Performa 6214CD | PowerBook 5300 Series
* Two high-speed serial ports
© 10Base
and AAUI -T
Ethernet

connectors

e

‘Apple 17° Display ° ‘ternal expansion bay for additional storage devices

seperately

PowerMac 7200/90 Mhz CD 8/500

mace2LUA

Features of the 5300:

$1,299

© $00-MB or 1.1-GB Hard Disk Drives
¢ 8 MB RAM, Expandable to 64 MB

PowerMac 7500

S11
MB

© 10.4 Inch Active-Matrix Displays

Features:

e 16-Bit Stereo Sound

° PowerPC 601/100Mhz processor (604 user upgradable)

© Nickel-Metal-Hydri
Battery
de
© Weight: 5.8 to 6.2 pounds

® Thewe indumtry-sta
PCI expansi
nda
on rd
alot.
© Two high-speed serial

ape or

* 64-bit VRAM graphics subsystem

rt

$2,
$2,006;69

PowerMac 8500
©
©
©
°
©
©

PowerPC 604/120Mhz processor (user upgradable)
16MB
of RAM, 1GB or 2GB Hard Drive
Quadrupl
Speed CD-ROM
e
Threw tedestry-eto
PCI expexsion
nderslots.
d
Two high-speed
serial ports
256K level-2 cache on a DIMM

© 10Base-T and AAUI Ethernet connectors
© 64-bit VRAM graphics subsystem

eo
Powertac 860/120 Mhz CD 16/1000

© 24-bit composit
and S-video e
input

$3,289

me

Only $1,225

Hard Disk S00/Color (mse2sL/a)

$2,109

SAVE $216

$3,375

SAVE $324

Hand Diek
aaok 780/Co
5300c/lor100(messe
wiPuunowerPC
168
Hard

LaserWriter 4/600 PS

The Apple LaserWriter 4/600 PS is an affordable PostScript laser print
er that offers a number of
adva
print
nc
capabi
ed
lities. It's ideal for individual home, educa
tion, and small-busineusers
ss
who

require outstandi
print qualit
ngy, PostScript capability, and future RAM expansion options.

Laserv4/000irtg
PS somnin
e

MultiScan 15” Display
SAVE $40

Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm
7:45am - 5:00pm

PowerBook 5300c8/100 wiPowerPC 8MB

ey

© 24-bit compos
and S-video
iteinput

wert we
Po
7600/rM
100 Mhz ac
CD 16/1000

6

* Video-Out Port

© 16MB of RAM, SOOMB or 1GB Hard Drive
© Quadruple Speed CD-ROM

Se

|

© 100- and 117 -MHz PowerPC 603e

$389

oS

$759

Apple StyleWriter 1200
SAVE $50

$195
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_ Try some chocolate covered happiness
@ Research explains
how chemicals in
chocolate stimulate the

ther is chocolate.

We

gtudy oncravings that, “Chocolate craving
eos sre to rewarding ¢effects of
has
ylamineor magnesium.”

Jousthen Ot: docuniad the Wbvoes ot
chocolate in his book, “Chocolate
Addict.”

According
to Ott, in,1519 Hernan Cortez - itegramsof chocolate contains

and his men stumbled across the Aztecs and
discovered they were using cocoa beans as
money.
The Aztecs were also using the seeds and
the fruit of the cocoa tree to make a
which they drank at rituals and made

brain to the point of
excitability and beyond.
a

five

milligramsof theobromine. Both are caf-

a,

“

lantclosely
related to the body’ sown dopam-

ine and adrenaline.
These substances raise blood pressure
and heart rate slightly and greatly elevate
blood sugar levels.
Leonard Hamilton and C. Robin
Timmons explain in their book, “Principles

tecs were mixing sweetened crushed cocoa

1

more iat the Sastebeil according ,
Discover

Ano
y rush occurs
once the chocoseis iagonr eae As it melts and slides
down your throat, more chemicals stream
up the back passage, linking the mouth to

beans with other plants and possibly
psychoactive mushrooms. This may be
where so many of the myths surrounding
chocolate arose.

Pp ae

|

_ of where chocolate

but that’s not all.

‘Every 100 grams also contains about 660
‘ milligrams of phenyleth ylamine — a stimu-

There is evidence however, that the Az-

icals waft up your nostrils
and stick to

substances and together they act

as a mild a

inebriated.

Pick up a chocolate and the aroma hits
you well before it gets to your mouth. Bring
ei
nina
oan

of methylxanthine and 160

of Behavioral Phar-

comes from and

“If you're feeling yucky and

7

macology” that these

how it isprocessed
is documented in,

.
blue and you take a stimulant

thine
derivatives
whichare widely used

Tee

New Scientist.

ue

of course you're going to
'

;

substances are xan-

le

stimulants.

from the beans of _ fel better.
they decrease fatigue
the cacao tree
and
drowsiness, , inJOHN M. MORGAN
Theobroma cacao
HSU pychololgy professor
“48° speed and effiwhich are harciency and also inter, “Mmmm chocolate.” /
vested and roasted
crease the abilty
to do
It’s smooth, it’s richand it’s ohso creamy,
at between 140 and
physical work. These
is it any wonder that chocolate is the most
derivatives are also found in coffee, tea and
150 degrees Celsius and then cracked open
commonly craved substance in North
cola.
to separate the “nib” or center from the shell
America?
However, the study concludes that a
up for mulch.
which
is later
Chocolate is more than just popular it’s
The nibis ground into aliquid and cocoa purely physiological basis, “for the causathe nose, leaving a path of chocolate covered nuerons and receptors.
In a Homer Simpson-ish trance you ut-

international said Zeke Branca, head baker

for Dining Services at HSU. “It’s so ve

butter is extracted. The liquid is called ae
~-coa liquor and is mixed with sugar an

tile, an
g made with it is a winner.”
cocoa butter to make dark chocolate. ChocoGeared for the chocolate lover, chocobite . late powder is made by pulverising
the
mixaccounts for at least halfof everything that
is. rican mit chocol is made by adding

baked for the Depot and the “J,” Branca — " condensed milk to the base mixture.

said.

That includes espresso brownies, cookies and muffins. In fact, anything
with chocolate chips is popular and sells well.
“It’s the drug of choice when you're go-

ing through the Depot,” Branca said.
With it’s

poularity

has come a lot of

hype. It’s reported to stimulate and induce

oria. There are even claims it’s a sex

itue,

but the hype isn’t new and nei-

Chocolate gets its creamy texture from
the extracted
cocoa butter. Cocoa butteris
a highly saturated
e fat and like all
fats provides that important, “mouth ap-

peal” of rich” desserts.

Pharmacological studies of chocolate are

well documented
and state that it’s chemistry that makes
it so
The

of Psychology at the

University of Pennsylvania stated in the

Chocolate treats can kill
candy away from
animals.
By Pete Chenard
LUMBERJACK STAFF

It may be Valentine’s Day, but no matter
how much Fido - chocolate could mean
the death of a pe

Achemical innoi called Theobromine is toxic if consumed in large enough

quantities.
Pet owners shouldn’t feed chocolate to

animals, said an offical at the Arcata Animal _
Hospital.
It’s toxicity comes with some very serious consequences that would put some
very well-intentioned
pet owners out in the

dog house
of guilt, officials said.

a stimulant — of course you're going to feel
better.”
Morgan said the chocolate hype could
possibly be different interpretations of feel-

ing better based on an individuals past experiences, needs and wants.
“Te’s notauniversal effect,” Morgan said.

“Some people are not affected by coffee or
tea or chocolate.”

In other words, some people can drink a
whole pot of coffee just before bed and still

fall asleep while others drink halfa cup and
bounce off the walls all night.
Perhaps someone out there eats a candy
bar and experiences something close to
orgasm.
Belief or disbelief in the hype won’t stop
you from enjoying that next piece of chocolate, (ofcourse, some of us will enjoy it more
than others.)

Branca said he wasn’t sure about any of
the claims surrounding chocolate, but said,
“It sure goes good with coffee.”

tion or satiation of chocolate
craving have
been criticized on the ground that they are
not adequately supported by evidence.”
The study explains that, “Chocolate

cravers themselves usually account for their
craving simply as a desire for the experience
of chocolate.”
What isn’t well documented is the heightened sensation chocolate is said to produce

as well asa euphoric high and a sense of wellbeing that has been compared to being in
love.
“The evidence just isn’t strong enough to
support documentation,” said John M. Morgan, professor of pyschology at HSU. “If

Valentine’s Day factoids

Poisoned pets
@ Care should be taken
to keep large amounts of

you’re feeling yucky and blue and you take

Over-dosing on chocolate can cause disorientation, vomiting, seizures, coma and

death.
The McKinleyville Animal Care Center

gy
i

A Hershey’s Kiss melts at 97 degrees

significant amount of chocolate, that vomiting be induced with four tablespoons toa

Fahrenheit.
A two-pound
bag of Hershey's Kisses
without almonds contains 136 kisses.

half cup, depending on the size of the ani-

_ mal, of hydrogen peroxide.

Ifan animal does happen to consume, say

tion monitored, officials said.

Chocolate dog treats like Herschews —
which are chocolate flavored rawhide chew
sticks — contain less Theobromine than
chocolate for human consumption and are
therefore safe for pets.

PE

ee

ey

Science

A two-pound
bag of Hershey's Kisses
with almonds contains 144 kisses.

gia

The marprate Gorey wiih a. rremney’s
Kiss moves though the small intestine is
20 inches
per second.

a

A person must eat a half a pound of chocolate in order to acquire the same
amount of caffeine contained in a cup of coffee.

abox of chocolate hearts, a bagof Hershey’s
Kisses ora batch ofbrownies, their digestive
systems should be purged and their condi-

& eeicntnrvaiainen ne ais SO
See
candy during the weeks prior to the holiday.

@ An Arcata florist expects to sell 1400 long-stem roses this Valentine's Day.

(MACC) suggests that ifan animal ingests a

Baking chocolate is the worst because it’s
such a concentrated form of chocolate,an
official at MACC said.

There io 2 40 percent increas tn condom sales: during the.week
before Valentine's Day.

‘Westen aged at tate inane

tp-eahay ra St chocolate eromanetin the

18
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Creatures come alive at Natural History Museum

By Tammy McCarthy

Mexico, the Dominican Republic

LUMBERJACK STAFF

and other countries. The collection is estimated to be worth more
than $400,000, said Pat Morris, a
museum volunteer.
The collection includes fossils

Across from Wildberries Marketplace on G Street is a part of
HSU some students may not know
exists. It’s the Natural History
Museum.
;
The museum houses Cambrian
trilobites, a California king snake
and an aquarium with native fresh
and saltwater invertebrates, fish,

reptiles and amphibians.
“The purpose of the museum is
to educate the community about
the natural world,” said Melissa
Zielinski, director of the museum.

The star of the museum is a fossil collection acquiredin 1989 from
a married couple in the business of
buying and selling fossils. Threefourths of the collection was purchased by HSU from Hilda and
Tom Maloney of Willows, Calif.
for $100,000.

The collection is made up of
fossils from Egypt, Germany, New
Zealand,

Australia,

France,

from the pre-Cambrian, 1.9 billion years ago, to the Neogene
period, 24 million years ago.
There are dinosaur bones and

teeth on display
as well as bones of
smaller reptiles and fern fossils.
There is also a dinosaur bone that
visitors can touch. Fossils, however, are not all the museum has to
offer.

“The museum is trying to expand its natural history and get
away from the fossil emphasis,”

Morris said.
On Dec. 16, 1995, the museum
debuted anew exhibit called “Animals of the North Coast” and fea-

tured a live aquarium exhibiting
animals such as Western toads,

tide pool creatures, a spiny sea
cucumber
and red abalone, which
are all natives to the North Coast.

Paper mache creatures, like this praying mantis, were created by children attending
at the museum. Workshops and nature programs are available for children and adults.
In addition to the displays and
exhibits, the museum puts on
workshops for children
and adults.
Treena Joi, museum assistant and
HSU student said, “We do kid’s

nature programs, special arrangement groups and adult work
shops.”
Milton Boyd, professor of biology at HSU, has his students attend lectures at the museum.
“I strongly recommend my stu-

dents go to the Natural History

Museum to study speci
and
to work on student projects,” he

said.
Zielinski explained that the museum is funded by donations and
memberships. HSU pays to main-

tain the building, which was do-

nated by the Arcata Wells Fargo

Bank in 1989.

HSU also contributes “discretionary funds” for a small percentage of operation and salary costs.
However, the museum isnolonger
included in HSU’s operating budget because there are no staff positions at the museum. Zielinski said
she would like to see a return of at
least one HSU staff position at the
museum.
, Charles and Barbara Parke volunteer as the manager and assistant manager in the museum store.
He has been a volunteer since the
museum opened and she has been
a volunteer for six years.
“We work every day that we
can,” she said. “The most reward-

ing thing about working at the museum is meeting wonderful

OO

i

ces maaan ui

unteers, Zielinski said. Volunteers

are needed to help feed the animals.
Joi said, “The museum could

use anyone who wants to be a part
of education. We need both scientific and artistic energy. Other

people who might want to get in-

volved include liberal
arts students
and those who would like to teach
and entertain children.”

“I love my job, and the most
rewarding thing is when I get to

teach — especially when I see
people discover something new or
see something in a new way,”
Zielinski said.
The museum is open Tuesday
through Saturday 10a.m.to4p.m.
and admission is free. For more

information about children’s
classes or volunteering, call the
museum
at 826-4479.

If you are interested call the A.S.@826¢4221
or come see us in the UC South Louns

out to the dunes Feb. 24 from

10 a.m. to 2 p.m. RSVP 8226378,
Biology students
sell Darwin mugs

a
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tive
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ee

The Biology Graduate Stu-

A

dent Association has coffee

plan

for $5. The mugsare black

plant

with

society meets

a gold Darwin
design and

are filled with “Darwin Blend”

Coffee. Mugs can be purchased

For botanist wannabes and

at the BGSA coffee stand lo-
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Anderson, botany senior and Jenni Simpson-Ackerman, interdisciplinary studies
aailce Gueabendaeebernomiabharsen anette, daainenbdamaee dittecemaute

partsof flowers, plants and orange peel at a workshop held Sunday.
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CaaS LO
EVER TAKE MAY
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PEACE CORPS RECRUITERS
AND ASSOCIATE PEACE Corps DIRECTOR PaTT1 GARAMENDI

ON CAMPUS NEXT WEEK!!

Information Presentation:
Featuring Guest Speaker: Patti Garamendi
Wednesday, February 21
6:30 — 8:00 p.m.
H.S.U., 135 Science B

@ Please call campus Recruiter Martha Hunkins for all details @
at (707) 826-3342.

SENIORS APPLY NOW!

MaTADORMoTEL CAA
Affordable Rates for Parents

© $20 off any three night stay
© $10 off any two night stay
© $5 Additional off if you stay over Sunday Night
129 4TH & "C" STREETS

¢ EUREKA, CA

For reservations call (707) 443-9751

ae.

10 REASONS TO BUY
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Black History Month
on the ’Net
“The African American Haven” isa starting point linking African-American resources from business and history to art
and music at http://www.auc.edu/

Comprehensive categorized links for
Black History Month can be browsed courtesy of Yahoo at http://www.yahoo.com/
Society-and-Culture/Cultures/African-

American/History/Black-History-Month/.

New library resources
help students

Internet censorship
contested
Censorship on the Internet took a big
step last week with the passage of the Telecommunications Reform Bill.
Thecensorship
is similar to existing standards for television and radio in that provisions of the bill restrict electronic transmission of “indecent” information.
Lawsuits have been filed to block enforcement of the policies, which include a
clause illegalizing discussion of abortion.
Reuters news service carries free daily
world news and keeps tabs on technology
issuesat http://www.yahoo.com/headlines/
compute/.

World WideWeb
Valentines
Learn 250 of the “1001 Ways to Be
Romantic” from a book by Gregory Godek
part of an on-line promotion.
Sections to browse include “Words of

Love,” “Satin and Lace” and “Do it in

Public.” Check it out
www.godek.com/1001.html.

at

http://

The love-lorn can linger at the “Valen-

tineBe Mine” page. Designed for the “romantically dysfunctional,”
the site provides
gift suggestions, recipes, links to romantic
poetry and a historical lesson.
What do third century wolves ravaging
Rome have to do with Valentine’s Day?
Find out at http://www.america.net/valentine/.

“Aphrodite’s Love Palace” offers more

poems and tips and even audio files of
exotic kisses at http://www.dircon.co.uk/
purplet/love.html.

The “Valentine Day Game” page pre-

sents a series of trivia questions.

correctly and you win a poem by a famous

dead poet. The better the score, the better
the poem at http://equity.stern.nyu.edu/
Valentine/.

Student aides are now helpi
use the HSU Library’s duadhaaes Pte
hours are 10.a.m. to 2 p.m. weekdays and 1

p.m. to 5 p.m. on weekends.

New databases have been added, such as

Periodical Abstracts, which contains the
fulltext of more than 500 journals. Documents
can be saved to disk or sent to an email address. Another database, Uncover,
faxes documents for a fee and sends a

journal’s weekly table of contents by e-mail.

Netscape 2.0 upgrade
finally here
The long-awaited upgrade for Netscape
Navigator 1.2 to 2.0 is now available. New
features include improved bookmark management and
an integrated e-mail clientand
newsgroup browser. Java-equipped Web
pages using animation and interactive programs canalso
be viewed. Download acopy
at http://home.netscape.com/comprod/
mirror/index.h
SANDRA

Road conditions and

weather on the ’Net

Before traveling Highway 101 or Route
299, check road conditions at the Califor-

Some pine cones like it hot

nia Department of Transportation’s Web

site. Road conditions ofall
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Bromeliaceae is a large plant with
short, stiff and spiny leaves. The
“pine cone” is bright to deep orange with tiny, yellow
the end of the “needles.” Various
species of Bromeliaceae
produce fibers which can be used for making
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Burning Spear to sail through Eureka
Burning Spear has presented his
music to the
since he debuted with “Door Peep” on the

fihene

27 years ago. His career has seen
him receive five Grammy nominationsand
he wonanunprecedented

“Culture is doing good work,”

now-legendary Studio COne label

four International
Music
Awards in 1995 for his latest release, “Rasta Business.”
The
90s have established themselves as a good time for reggae,

By Matt Krupnick
Ifroots reggae was
an empire, Winston
Rodney would most

likely be the emperor.
:

Despite the return to an older

re

a

he said. “There are a lot of young
artists doing clean reggae music.”

Rodney said real reggae only

comes
from Jamaica.
“Jamaican
people are the soul of
reggae,” he said. “Other countries
try to play reggae, but it is only a
copy of the

“Reggae music is popular, popular, popular,
popular.”
BURNING SPEAR

Better known as
Burning
Spear,

oun ana

“Sometimes
a copy can look
so close,
but it is

not the original.”
Burning
Spear’s musicis
only different from other artists’
music in terms of lyrics, he said.
“What I dois universal,”
he said.
Rodney said reggae music has
no central defining aspect.
“All the parts are good,” he said.
“When you listen to a Burning
Spear record you listen
to Burning
Spear.”

reggae musician

Rodney brings his
award-winning
sounds to Club West Saturday
in the midst of a 10-day tour in
honor of Bob Marley’s birthday.
Rodney
said ina phone interview from Chico that his en-

trance into the
music
scene in 1969 was a culmination of reggae music establishing itself in his head.

“(Reggae) must develop it-

selfwithin
you,” he said. “Then
you can presentit
to the people.”

Rodney said.
“Everything is going back to the

original,” he said. “It is starting to
look iin the right direction.
Rodney said much oftthe reason
for the upswing
in roots reggaeis

the downfall of dance hall reggae.
“Dance hall is danced out,” he

COURTESY
OF CENTERARTS

Winston Rodney, above, began his career in 1969 with his

said. “People get wet and sweaty

first album, “Door Peep.” He took the name Burning Spear

and tired. They should relax and

from Kenya's first.head of state, Jomo Kenyatta, who was
referred to as Burning Spear while a freedom fighter.

gain something
from it.”

‘Willingness’ brings Walsh back to Arcata
variations on a musical theme by
J.S. Bach. It is one of the great
pieces in the guitar repertoire and
will take up the entire second half
of the performance.

“The first half will be an ebul-

lient array of Spanish pieces that

should lead the mind and the soul
into weavinga tapestry from which
the audience can learn from and

By Pete Chenard

ner of the American String Teachers’ Association
Bay Area Regional
String Competition and he was a

founding member of the Humboldt
Guitar Quartet before he moved

on to San Francisco to continue

his education and teach.
“I started playing clarinet with
the school band at Bloomfield Elementary, then saxophone in
middle school, and got into elec-

tric guitar in high school,” Walsh

said. “I became seriously interested

Classical guitarist Michael
Walsh, an oe

native and

HSU alumnus, returns to
Fulkerson
Recital Hall to per-

form a free solo guitar concert.
ee

eee
of Music,
‘kaa Ni cacaived hia eovnerts

degree in December, Walsh
plans on using the concert to
Prepare for the Portland Guitar
Competition in March, where

ae

ee

at Lacnre
will
fae waka by OL.
S.L.
Weiss, Barrios, Castelnuovoa

“The pieces I've selected
are
ry rich with texture,” Walsh

his education
locally with a degree
in music under the tutelageofHSU
music Professor Don Henriques
before heading to San Franciscoto

begin work on his master’s degree
with instructor David Tanenbaum.
“Don
me with
the discipline and desire I needed to become successful
at this art form,”

Polegate
tion I

t

bathed his direc-

playing electric

guitar in some rock band.”

For Henriques, Walsh
was also
an instrumental inspiration.
“Michael is the ost ound
guitarist I've wo

with,”

fener oid “He's given back
to me a greater gift than I could
have ever anti

In his first year at HSU, Walsh

won the wien) Concerto/Aria
’ Contest. He was also a semi-final-

ist in the

minute piece by Ponce with 20

Christi Young

Artists Auditions,
the 1994 win-

in solo acoustic guitar after realiz-

ing I could be more successful at
it.”
Walsh said he made the transition from playing electric to solo
acoustic guitar because he found it
to be a purer means of self-expres-

sion.
“My love for the guitar could
best be expressed by my willing-

ness to take it one step forward —
the rock-band
hype — and
into a realm of emotional realism
that only performing
solo can provide,” Walsh said.
“Arcata holds a special place for
me. My mom, dad and brother still
reside there so I always look forward to coming back. Besides, I’d
like to show
how far I've
come. And I’m
my wife
Kanae with me he just arrived
back from Japan. So, Fieve wast
things to
forward to.”

siiiesl Wait, ahaa. wit bait s iddbatuane homeotnitg
as he returns to his alma mater for a free concert.
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ATTENTION!
rR

The Lumberjack is looking for a few good artists to join its ranks and assist in producing superior and
enticing art to adorn the pages of Arcata’s only weekly newspaper. If you are interested, please call us at
_ 826-3271, drop us an e-mail message at “thejack@axe.humboldt.edu” or stop by Nelson Hall East 6.
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Rants & Raves

The Scene’s

Exclusive Ax
Rating System

.Itis
an eclectic
mix
of songs
life, love and all
those times in between.

cal Tibetan
Sar

uted

plate

even the most skeptical
world or
oe music
ae fans. It wouldbe
great for meditation or visualization exercises
or just to do home-

wi

work to.

e Worth chopping
down an old-growth for-

This isn’t just a soundtrack

geared to hit No. 1 or invade
MTV. Itis comprised of songs
listeners might actually relate

in-yourfolk-inspired melodies. Aichongh
there is method to its madness, the
band manages to find a nice median between apathy and fanatical

wi

est over.

“The

Fear,” “Exodus”

and

“Hope St.” will have you a.
ping and glass-raising whereas“4
a.m.” and “P.C. Keen” exhibit the

ferocity of early British punk.

e Almost worth a
clear cut.

Be prepared to dance a jig when
the stereo finds “Just the One” or
“Haven’t Made It.”
Look out Counting Crows,
Hootie & The Blowfish and Dave
Matthews Band.

East meets West on the newest
album by Dadawa, and what a
peaceful coexistence it is.
The best way to describe this

25-year-old enchantress is by la-

© Let the little crea-

tures keep their homes
over this one.

“A

e Timber! Look out
below for this bomb.

beling her as the Chinese Enya or
the Asian Madonna. Her vocals
are soothing and the background
sounds paint an acousticlandscape
for listeners.
Although there are only seven

— Carrie Bell

tracks, the listener
is left more than

Watch
out — the British arecom-

content, with most bits of this spiritual journey lasting five minutes or
longer.

“Zeitgeist” is the fifth album by
The Levellers and it is filled with

the same stuffas the first four —
political activism, fiddle face-offs
and high amounts of energy.

The music is filled with bells,
flutes, drums, throat singing and is

entwined in traditional and mysti-

a

MARIO
Ren

eren
tee

enec
ee

a

i Ne

M

o nea

acc

Progessive Starting at 8 p.m.

THURSDAYS
FRIDAYS
$2.75
Frosted Cocktails

SATURDAYS
Happy Hour 9 p.m. to Midnight

This just might be the “Big

Chill” soundtrack for twenty-

classic choices like Billy Paul’s
soulful “Me and Mrs. Jones”
or The Spinners “Could It Be

I’m Falling in Love.”
“Girls”
will also make
one cat
up the high-cheese factor
of Neil
Diamond, love Fine Young
Cannibal Roland Gift’s jjazzy
“That's How Strong My Love
Is” and gain a new appreciation

for alterna-rockers The Afghan

Wigs. The latter band turns out
a new version of Barry White’s
“Can’t Get Enough of Your
Love Babe” that will make you
crave some puddin’ and whines
pleasantly on “Be For Real.”
There is also something for
fans of the new bluesy folkrock explosion with the title
song by Pete Droge, “Suffering” by Satchel and tracks by
Howlin’ Maggie and Ween.
The CD is rounded out by
Kiss, King Floyd and The Dia-

© See Rants & Raves, page 25
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ce50¢
Beer
1/2 liters $3.50
Purple Hooters
Alabama Slammers
Long Island iced Teas

Various
“Beautiful Girls” soundtrack

to or use as their special
“couple” song especially the
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KHSU & MUSIC DEPARTMENT'S
10th ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIP
BENEFIT CONCERT
PM Jdazz Big Band,
Mad River Transit Singers,
Symphonic
Band, Calypso Band

and the Humboldt

Symphony Orchestra

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17
VAN DUZER THEATRE,
HSU 8 PM
Tickets:$7 General,
$4 Students/Seniors
Call Music Dept. Office at 826-3531
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Music company
offers fame, fortune
to North Coast Bands
@ Disc Makers
wants local
bands for
national contest.

an application, Moliken said.

unsigned Northern California
musician or band who wins its

promotional

contest

i
n
March.
Disc

will be

sic Hall

WARREN MOLIKEN

“We like to have a nice, di-

verse array of bands showcasing,” Warren Moliken, Disc
Makers Northern California
contest promoter said in a telephone interview from his New
Jersey office. “It runs the gamut
from hardcore underground
rap to punk to country, Christian and Native American music.”
About six musicians from

San

Franasoo.

A panel
of music industry judges will choose one
prize winner.
The winner will receive:
e 30 hours of 24-track recording time from the Music
Annex in San Fransisco
¢ complete mastering package
¢ design and manufacturing
of 1,500 compact discs and 500
chrome cassettes from Disc
Makers
¢ one music video from Major Productions Motion Piccontest promoter

tures

© mailing
of CDs to over 100

U.S. radio stations coinciding

Arcata and seven from Eureka
have called for more information but nobody has submitted

See Contest, page 26

Roberts doesn’tlike
to classify jew-

ie

being sponsored

Ink People, .a
organization
that sponsors

between the sweet and the useful.”

rience in

ongoing

BETSY ROBERTS
Out of Hand member

Winship School at 411

12th St. in Eureka. Gal-

lery hours are 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Tuesday through Saturday.
People are attracted to jewelry
for different reasons, said jeweler
Dave LaPlantz, HSU art professor
and Out of Hand member. Some

people like the way that jewelry
looks and feels against their skin,
while others wear it to show off
their wealth.
Out of Hand spokesperson and
HSU graduate Ling-Yen Jones said
that jewelry has both artistic and
functional qualities.
“It’s very easy to carry around,

eae,

thing that happened to them.

With the

elry, or any art, into categories.

lery is located at the Old

Subscribe

ative process. When someone
wants LaPlantz to make a piece
ofjewelry,
LaPlantz asks him to
tell them a story about some-

he createsapiece which he feels
will convey the meaning of the eaparense.
Out of Hand mem“A lot of the Western world has been
ber Kate Christensen
hung up on this real split between mind wrote: “...each piece
of jewelry embodies a
and body, art and function, and
small portion of my

Handweavers
& Spinners

art shows and workshops
in the community.
The Ink People’s gal-

in

third event for all unsigned artists in the greater San Fransisco/
Northern California area, playing original music in any style.

Out of Hand iuiber Betsy

finalists will be chosen.
Ashowcase of the six finalists

array of bands showcasing.”

music industry, is holding its

Invitational Show.
The Out of Hand show
is being

screened and judged on originality, songwriting, musicianship and “over all vibe,” ac-

“We like to have a nice, diverse

ers, a
manufacturer for the independent

she said. “It’s got this flexibility
and yet it also has this value to it
because it has history

Guild. stet'te

will take place March 21, at The

¢ into cash,”

A group of artists and
metalsmiths calling itself Out of

shown in collaboration with an
exhibit by Humboldt

Great
American Mu-

Mak-

and it’s easy to

and $15. The deadline is Feb.

cording to a press release. Six

$25,000 prize package to the

Woodie

Hand is holding its 2nd Annual

22.
All submissions

An East Coast music manufacturing company is offering a

Alex

To enter the contest bands
must send in a minimum two-

song demo tape or compact disc

Oy Siaey Fase

Out of Hand displays work by
local metalsmiths

to

evin,

She said that functionality,
wearability
and kinetic qualities are
important to jewelry.
“A lot of the Western world has
been hung up on this real split
between mind and body, art and
function, and between the sweet
and the useful,” Roberts said. “But

I believe that that’s erroneous and

that makes us hurt the world because we forget that it’s all sort of
one big organism.”
LaPlantz, who encourages all
artists to sell their work, has a

unique method for starting the cre-

the
aw
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Just call Janet at our ad department
at 826-3259 and ask about our lowlow subscription rates.

journey.

When I begin
a piece,

I do not know what it
will become.”
Out of Hand began
just over a year ago as a forum
for metalsmiths and jewelers to
communicate
and support each

other. Thegroup,
which started

with nine members, now has

more than 30 members and is
gaining momentum. Next
month, Out of Hand is plan-

ning to put some of its best
pieces on display at the Phantom Gallery at 414 4th St. in
Eureka. Most of the group is
made of former students from
HSU and College of the Redwoods.
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Largest Selection of NEW CDs

on the North Coast

THE
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&
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- 822-9015
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Concert
puts all
peas in

e Continued
from page 23
monds.
One downfall is the choice
track by Chris Isaak. The suave

Ever
felt like
dancig around the
house
in a fresh pair of Fruit
of the
Looms?
Then pop in this CD,
on your alter-ego and start grind-

crooner has much more

ing,

sionate ballads than “Graduation Day.”

Pick this CD up and fall in
love all over again.

¢ Love is in the air and the
womb for Melanie Griffith,
38, and Antonio Banderas,
35.

Fans of RuPaul or anyone even

remotely interested in the Diva lifestyle should delve into this compilation CD with their clothes off,
both hands tied behind their back
and a runway to saunter down.
Filled with a dizzying array of
driving beats featuring catch-as-

Griffith, who has two other

children, has just completed
divorce proceedings with
Don Johnson. She gets the
Porsche, Planet Hollywood

catch-can house, techno and tribal
mixes, the music thrown together

on this disk is about as fun to listen
toasitis danceable. (Plus, the cover
is hard to miss.)
Just flipping through the liner
notes is a kick, too, with a multi-

tude of retro-clad women lounging about in elevator shoes and
leather while shirtless males stand
flexing their sinuous ware.
With titles like “Let Me Be Your
Underwear,” the dominatrix-mix

“Fantasy,” the amusing “Diva,”
and temptingly-titled tunes like
“Warm Leatherette,” “Riding Into
Battle with Her High-Heels On”
and “Love is the Message,” this is
one CD that’s as at home on the
dance floor as it is at a slumber

stock, two horses and a David

Hockney painting. Johnson
took home property
in Beverly
Hills and Aspen, a 1949
pickup truck and a jet.
Banderas is still seeking a
divorce from his wife of nine
years, Ana Leza.

Too much of a good thing
can become tiring. This is the
case with Remy Zero and its
debut album.
In this band’s case, the poison can be the overzealous attraction to spontaneity. It produces some good ideas. But the
bad components it generates
tend to overshadow such as the
uncontrolled banshee-like guitar and screaming in the opening track.

Alan Workman
Ul

sic under one roof, it’s available

Saturday at the Van Duzer The-

¢ Someone will have to tell
the original Bert and Ernie

atre.

KHSU and the HSU music
department will present their
10th Annual Scholarship Benefit Concert. The event has become an opportunity for the
music department to showcase
its various ensembles to the
community and to raise scholarship funds for the department.

Muppet puppets how to get

back to Seasame Street when
they awake in the hands of
thieves in Germany.
The puppets, valued at
$136,000, were stolen from

an Erfurt, Germany, exhibit
Jan. 28. Miss Piggy remains
in critical condition.
e Veteran reporters Walter

See Rants & Raves, page 26

STAFF

If you’ve ever wanted the opportunity to listen to an incredibly diverse assortment of mu-

It is his first child.

party.
— Pete Chenard

The scholarships are given

to music majors and non-majors involved with the musicdepartment.
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© Continued from page 25

Contest

Benefit

© Continued from page 24

© Continued from page 25
with an article about the

Ken Ayoob, an assistant
The band utilizes analog
recording and many tracks
are really low-fi showing off
its post-punk influences.
The band is definitely more
swallowable when the tempo
and vocals are slowed down
and the meaning shines
through as on “Twister.”
Remy Zero also experiments with layering and lots
of it. Sometimes it gets alittle
confusing, but the technique
works well on the eerily languid “Water.”
— Carrie Bell

music professor, said, “HSU

ensembles are well-known
around the state for their high
quality.”
His hope is “that people
would come out to enjoy one
thing, say the Calypso Band,
and find that they enjoy the
Symphonic Band.”
The Symphonic Band, conducted by Val Phillips, will
perform “Porgy and Bess” selections by George Gershwin,
arranged by Robert Russell
Bennett. From Gershwin’s
folk opera about life on “Catfish Row,” several songs inCL Uc ~ (2a

oer

by Dizzy Gillespie, “I Want a
Little Girl” arranged by Les
Hooperand “Machito Forever”
by Tito Puente. Gil Cline will
be directing.
The Humboldt Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by John
Brecher,
will
perform
Shostakovitch’s “Festive
Overture, Op. 96” and
Ravel’s “Introduction and Allegro” with harp soloist
Michael Rado from the San
Francisco Opera Orchestra.
Rado is the principal harpist for the San Francisco Op-

band ina national radio promotion magazine,
¢ radio and promotion
distribution package,

era Center and Western O,
the

Molikenat 1-800-468-9353.

SERRA

uc &* “HSU ensembles are well-known

“Sum-

ground the state for their high
mertime,”

Hype
Cronkite, 79, and Hugh
Downs, 74, hardly have aleg
to stand on these days.
Both underwent knee replacement surgeries in January. Cronkite had the right
knee fixed after injuries stemming from athletic overuse.
Downs, a coanchor for

ABC’s“20/20,” toppedhim
by replacing both knees after
an auto accident and being
thrown from a horse. I guess
he knows a good story when
he feels it since he had the
surgery taped fora future episode.
— Carrie Bell

and guitar
¢ and an article in a circulation 100,000, quarterly
music business newsletter.
Disc Makers will also

make a compilation CD of
the top 16 acts.
They are anticipating
over
700 entries, Moliken said.
Interested
musicians
should contact Warren

Sacra-

mento
= Opera

Or-

ches-

“Oh quolity.”

© Continued from page 25

e Yamaha electric bass

tra,

Lawd”

KEN AYOOB

¢ h ce

and “I
assistant music professor Santa
Got
Rosa
Plenty
Symo’ Nothin” are planned.
phony and the Anchorage
Performing music by ManOpera Orchestra. He has been
hattan Transfer, Voicestra
a member of the Sacramento
and Roger Treece will be Symphony and Ballet OrchesHSU’s Mad River Transit
tra since 1988 and appears
Singers, a vocal jazz group
consistently with the San
directed
by
Harley
Francisco Opera, Ballet and
Muilenburg.
Symphony Orchestra. He
The Calypso Band, which
currently serves on the facAyoob said “always makes an ulty of the San Francisco Conimmediate connection with the servatory of Music.
audience,” will perform
Ayoob said of Rado’s harp
“Samba de Arcata” and“PAN,”
playing, “If its a sound you
both composed
by Ray Holman haven’t heard, you need to.”
and directed by Eugene
Forthose whoattend theconNovotney.
cert there will be a reception at
The PM Jazz Big Band will the Fulkerson Recital Hall.
perform “A Night in Tunisia”

me |

River Chiropractic
Louis Mihalka, D.C.
Licensed

Chiropractic Sports Physician
Treating:
esports injuries
eneck & back pain
estress alleviation

eheadaches

770 11th Street « Arcata ¢ 822-7044

124 Second Street
Eureka, CA 95501

445°3155

PAUL RICHARD

O.D.

OPTOMETRIST

OPEN SEVEN DAYS

“For Musicians ...
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Lab on Premises

826-7194
1731 G St., Arcata ° Next
to Subway
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Featuring a wide selection of
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Upset minded ‘Jacks to host big games
@ Hoop teams face
tough test in Davis
and Chico State
By Jeff Viera

first time.”
Chico State (9-2) is led by 6 foot
threeinch
center Iseth Cowan who
averages 16.9 points
a game and is

fifth in the nation with 3.3 blocks a
game.
“The last few weeks, we have

been playing in the 5-10 and under

A plethora of basketball excitement is on the horizon.
With the playoffs less than two
weeks away, both the men’s and

league,” Martin said. “This weekend we will be playing in the 6-2
and over league. We need
to box
outand not give upalot oftwo-foot

women’s basketball teams will get
a taste of probable post-season
opposition when the ‘Jacks host

baskets.”

UC Davis and Chico State this
weekend.

end.
In Friday’s 65-50 win over College ofthe Notre Dame, Keri Rocha

Davis, the ‘Jacks opponent Fri-

day night, is in first place on both
the men’s and women’s division.
Saturday’s game with Chico

State is “Senior Night” The Wild-

cats are second place on the
women’s side and tied with the
"Jacks for third on the men’s side.

Women’s Basketball

The Aggies dropped its first two

es of the season and since then
has won 20 straight games.
Currently they are ranked 12th
in the nation.
Its scoring defense is second in
the nation.
In Nothern California Athletic
Conference play, the Aggies are

outscoring
their opponents by 29.2

points a game.
“Heads and tails they are better
than anybody in the conference,”

Coach Pam Martin said. “I’ve been

The "Jacks clinched the playoff

birth with two victories last week-

continued to be hot from the three

point range as she connected on
five of seven, finishing with 18
points.
In Saturday’s 72-57 victory over
San Francisco State, four players
reached double figures.

Sarah Trobee came off the bench
to score a combined for 36 points.
Men's Basketball
UC Davis brings a 24 game conference winning streak into
Friday’s game.
With three Aggies averaging

double figures in scoringand Davis
possesing the top defense in the
nation, the Jacks
will have its hands
full in attempting to win the game
to clinch a playoff spot.
“We are going to try like crazy
notto be number 25,” Coach Tom

Wood said about the streak.

watching
films and we need to play

See Hoops, page 31

with a lot more intensity than the

KEITH SHEFFIELD
/ LUMBERJACK STAFF

Keri Rocha (15) and teammates will have to play good defense to pull-off upsets this weekend.

Former athletic director adjusting well to new job
By Dirk Rabdau
apr eogey acticany rye wel
bling that a former HSU
i
director can turn its program
around

Chuck Lindemenn, 47, resigned
from HSU six months ago to be-

come
athletic
director
at the
Division I
Univer-

sity in
Boseman,
Mont.
Since
then, he

spent the

majority

has
of his time can-

vassing the state by plane. A consummate politician, he shakes

is nobody else.”
Because only two major universities exist in the state of 800,000,
finds himself a celebLindemenn
rity ofsorts. Where his decisionsat
HSU made the sports pages, he

said. “There’s no deceit, no de-

They don’t mince words
ception.

as long as you are forthright with

University

yrThe challenge he faces is to ore na
at Monta
oundat
tr
a turnar
ches
State comparable to the one he
achieved at HSU. Once considered the most influential man in
NCAA Division II, Lindemenn

Enroliment
Affiliation
Conference
NCAAteams

Scholarships
SOURCE:

Humboldt
Arcata, Calif.

7,200
Lumberjacks
NCAA Division I!
NCAC
12

0

prwerions. More than just a game,

times,”

tantamount to the Hatfields and

last year but were beatenby

Grizzlies

three

three times by the Grizzlies. You

Lindemenn said. “It didn’t matter
we gotsbeat
won 21 game
thweat
could not consider yourself successful losing three times, you just
could not.”
The rivalry has state-wide im-

Bozeman, Mont.
11,000
Bobcats
NCAA Divsion |
Big Sky Conference
14
170

HSU athletic department, Montana State athletic department

Tiere, men’s besketbell won 21

tana.

Bobcats of Montana State. There

at. =

“One of the things I enjoy about
the people of Montana is their
straight-forward approach,” he

the

“You fall into one of two camps
here,” Lindemenn said in a telephone interview. “You either root
for the Grizzlies of Montana or the

Former HSU athletic director Chuck Lindemenn recently
moved to Montana State University. The following is a
n s:
two institution
of the iso
compar

now is front-page news.

hands and talks with alumni and

boosters in every corner of Mon-

Tale of two campuses

said, it is almost a bitter hatred,

the McCoys. “We beat the Grizis a
zlies and literally
little cheerier and walking a little
taller.”
In a region noted more for its
mining and agrarian interests than
sports, it is not unusual for fans to

makea five-hour trip every week to
attend a contest.
“People involved in this program want to build a future worthy
of its past,” Lindemenn said. “It’s
going to take a little time but its an
exciting process. Virtually everybody is part of what we are doing.”
Lindemenn is credited with rebuildingan HSU program that had

DIRK RABDAU
/ THE LUMBERJACK
fallen on hard times. During his
10-year reign, every sports team

claimed atleast one conference title
— a feat unmatched by any other
school in the league.
Politically savvy, he counted the

most influential figures on campus, including President Alistair

See Lindemenn, page 31
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DROP-IN
RECREATION

HOURS
KEITH SHEFFIELO/ LUMBERJACK STAFF

Kathryn Hutchings, wearing helmet, slides into second base during Monday's home opener.

NEW DROP-IN SCHEDULE
(for February 12 - February 18, 1996)

Softball team wins home opener
By William Martinez
LUMBE

West Gym 7-9pm
WestGym 7-9pm
WestGym 7-9pm
Pool
7:30-9pm
West Gym 7-9pm
West Gym 12-2:30pm
West Gym 12:15-2:45pm

Feb. 18 Badminton EastGym 2:30-5pm
Bring valid student ID
INTRAMURAL LEAGUES BEGIN

Under normal circumstances, a

team as young and inexperienced
as the HSU women’s softball team
would not be expected to win consistently.
But for Coach Frank Cheek and
the ‘Jacks, nothing is ever normal.
This was proven Monday as the
team swept an afternoon doubleheader from Simon Fraser Univer-

ing.”
In the first game, HSU stormed
out to a 4-1 lead thanks in large
part to the sun and some miscues
by the Simon Fraser outfield. But
the *Jacks could not hang onto the
lead, as Carrie Kennedy singled to
drive in two runs to capa three-run
inning for the Clan and a 4-4 tie.

But HSU came back with its
more experienced players in the
bottom of the inning, as senior
outfielder
Eva Garcia singled home

sity of Vancouver, British Colum-

Jennifer
Fritz with the winning run.

bia, 5-4 and 2-1, in their home
— at the Arcata Sports Com-

“The seniors won the first ball-

“These are quality freshmen,”

Cheek said. “But they're
still learn-

game,” Cheek said.

But the nightcap was a completely different event in itself, as
Simon Fraser used timely bunting

and solid pitching to take a 1-0
lead into the sixth inning.
However, not all would turn out

so positive for the Clan, as they
committed three errors in the bottom of the sixth, settingup Garcia’s
RBI double as HSU took the lead
for good.
“The sun played a major role in
the outcome of these games,”

Cheek said.

HSU will play in its first major
tournament this weekend in

Turlock.

“Our goal is to win the tourna-

ment,” Cheek said. “I think it’s
possible for us to do itas long as we
believe we can. We're as good as

anybody in the field.”

PLAY ON FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16th
Goo
luck tod
alll!!!

TOURNAMENTS
Up-coming tournaments for Spring 1996

MEN’S SLOW PITCH
TOURNAMENT

When:
April 4,5&6
Cost: $45 Student team

$80 Community
WOMEN’S SOFTBALL
TOURNAMENT

When:

April 20821

Cost: $45 Student team

$80 Community

ARCATA
PIN

BOWL

ROOM

we
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Lone junior starter becoming a complete player
@ Tollack putting
together impressive
first season at HSU.
Oy

He played basketball at Mira
Costa College in Oceanside where

he was an

all-league
first team se-

“Basketball won out because it’s
exciting. The crowd really pumps

ee

me up and we've
crowds
ieee at0 HSU,” Tollack said.
Growing up next to the warm

As the only non-senior starter

on the men’s basketball squad,
Toby Tollack has impressed
Coach Tom Wood.

waters near Carlsbad, might make

adjusting to the weather in Hum-

boldt County difficult.

“He’s obviously one ofour main

“The campus is great and rain

guys,” he said.

doesn’t bother me at all,” he said.

Tollack is currently ranked 8th

“Pm carrying 16 units for a busi-

in the Northern California Athletic
Conference
in scoring (14.1 points
per game), 5th in free-throw per-

ness major so there’s not much free
time during basketball season.”
So whet does he do with hds es
time?
“T like to watch basketball and

centage (76 percent) and 7th in
rebounds
(6.7 rebounds
per game).
“Coach
likes me to trail the break

football on television,” he said. “I’m

and go to the off-side opposite the
point guard and look for my shot

a Lakers and a Chargers fan.
“I go up in the woods and hike
around or down to the beach justto
spend some quiet time alone.”
His girlfriend, who attends
Sonoma State, visits him a couple
of times a month. “When summer
comes, we'll go back down to San
Diego.”
But he isn’t going back for the
weather.
“I miss my mother’s tacos and
chimichangas,” he said. “She also
makes great Italian food.”
One of Tollack’s main concerns
.over the summer is to prepare for

or a hole in the defense to drive
through,” Tollack said.
“He has a knack for scoring and
we'd like to get him the ball more,”

Wood said.
The 6-foot, 6-inch Tollack mirrors his coach’s confidence.
“I'd like to get the ball with the

game on the line,” Tollack said.
“But we have a lot of talented players and what I try to do is help the
team win any way I can.”

Tollack is a Southern California

native who likes to snow ski, surf

and play baseball and basketball.

next season.

KEITH SHEFFIELD/ LUMBERJACK STAFF

Toby Tollack, in middie, has been a force in the post as well as the perimeter for HSU this season.

“I’ve got to work on my inside
moves and I'll need to gain some
weight if I’m gonna muscle inside
against some of these big forwards
and centers,” he said.

He plans to lift weights, keep
active, play some ball and make his
mother happy by eating.
“I weighed 195 when first came

up here and now I’m up to 205 but
I plan to bulk up with a weight
training schedule and by eating a
lot,” he said.

next semester
and he will be looked
on as one of the team’s leaders.
However, his main focus is a fast
finish for this season.

Coach Wood also has some concerns. “He’s got to work on his

better than our record,” Tollack

Tollackis aware thatall the starting players will have graduated by

Sidelines Sports Bar

Thursday

Miller

is

said. “Maybe things will come together for us the last part of the
season when it really counts.”

defense but then, who doesn’t?”

. .To The World

From the heights of Hollywood to the depths of our planet,
Cox Cable takes you places most people only dream of
oaee hundreds of choices, including the best
aa

“We've got a good team, much

High

Night

Life

Red Hook ESB

Specials

glass

pint _pitcher

$.75

$1.50

$3.50

$1.25

$2.50

$5.50

channels. Even with your busy schedule, Cox Cable's5
wide variety makes your TV time well spent.

FSF.
4

And with Cox Cable, you receive FREE monthly
basic programming on additional TVs—and there's no
_a
equipment to buy’ Plus you also receive FREE
maintenance and Cox Cable's On-Time Guarantee. ““*

.

'e

A tid To TUL SAVINGS!
BUY HBO & GET CINEMAX FREE
FOR3 MONTHS!
Connection is only $4.96on upto2 TVs!
Hurry! Offer expires 2/29/96

443-3127
for premium programming on additional ousiets will apply.

Mon.

Ef Thur.
Fri.

Anchor Steam

30-Day Money-Back Guarantee

*Eficed Serviestle Aress Only
om
“Equipment.rental and instalation cherges may
Charges
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Quality
You Can Count
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glass
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$1.25

$2.25

$5.50

$.75

$1.75
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Conference Results:
HSU 76, Notre
Dame
HSU 99, SF State91
UC Davis 70, CSU Hayward55
CSU Chico 75, CSU Hayward 74
CSU Chico 78, CSU Stanislaus73

10
16

16
18
19

eStandings

NCAC

Bah

OQ

Def

Streak

TEAM

Wk.

.768
$22
600
566
304

70.0
748
6836
764
672

S03
729
813
76.0
758

Wont!
Won7
Won4
Won2
Lost2

UC Davis
CSU Chico
nay
CSU Stanislaus
SF State

11
9
8
6
§

0
2
3
5
6

1,000
£818
727
545
455

Lost4

Sonoma St.

3

8

27

Lost4
Lost9

CSUHayward
Notre Dame

2
0

9
11

«182
.000

273

217
.174

680

767

686.0
666

606
73.7

NCAC Player of the Week: Darryl Chambers-UC
Davis

Conference Reeuite:

HOU 6 SF Sie 80
eee eee: CSUFaleChicoot atCSUSonoma
Stans”
—- CSUUC DaviaChico 71,63,CSUCSUHayward
4
St.
Hayward46
.

50

Notre

Sonoma St. 99, Notre Dame 78

Sonoma
St. 86, SF State 61
UC Davis 84, CSU Stanislaus73

Dame

at Hayward

.

CSU

Chico

78, CSU Stanislaus 61

CSU Chico at HSU, Saturday at 8 p

Sonoma St. 61, Notre Dame 52

UC Davis at Sonoma St.

UC Davis 89, CSU Stanislaus 65

CSU Stanislaus
at Notre Dame

NCAC

Average

@

~

=

1. Jay Harrie (Chico)-18.5
2. Bryant Tyler (Chico)-16.3
5. Chuck Legan (HSU)-14.7
. Rick Mayhew (HSU)-5.7
. Jay Harrie (Chico)-5.4
. Danny Yoshikawa (Davis)-5.2

NCAC

Def, Streak
53.1
54.9
71.3
71.9
67.37
65.2
66.4
55.9

Won 20
Won4
WonS
Lost2
Lost 1
Wont
LostS
Lost4

NCAC Players
of the Week: Jennifer Gross- UC Davis
Michelle Wenzier-SF State
Upcoming games: UC Davis at HSU, Friday at 6 p.m.
SF State at CSU Stanislaus
CSU Chico at SonomaSt.
Notre Dame at Hayward
CSU Chico at HSU, Saturday at 6 p.m.
Hayward
at SF State
UC Davis at SonomaSt.

Average

Per Game Leaders (All Games)

Rebounding Leaders
1. Bryant Tyler (Chico)-10.3
2. Justis Durkee (Davis)-8.4
7. Toby Tollack (HSU)-6.7

Scoring Leaders
1. Iseth Cowan (CSU Chico)-16.9
2. Tami McCanless (HSU)-15.6
3. Angela Colombani (Stanislaus)-15.5

Rebounding Leaders
1. Jann Thorpe (Sonoma)-12.7
2. Yoland
Minor (Hayward)-9.1
a
9. Ellen Wahie (HSU)-7.0

Steals Leaders

Assists Leaders

Steals Legders

2. Tasha Henneman (Chico)-4.3
6. Tami McCanless (HSU)-3.9

2. Jennifer Gross (Davis)-3.3
3. Tami McCanless (HSU)-3.0

1. Malcolm Tumer (Sonoma)-2.8

1. Shana Youngblood (Hayward)-4.5

2. Jay Harrie (Chico)-2.4
3. Rick Mayhew (HSU)-2.0

PEN PAL WANTED
Hi! I am a SWM, professional, educated, attractive,
friendly, and I'm interested in corresponding with a
SWF, 18 or older, very intelligent and pleasant.
Write to:
Jonathan, P.O. Box 2271, Ridgecrest, CA 93556
I will answer your letter even if you are just
curious, andI'll be happy to send you my picture.
A friendly letter will make you smile!

HUNAN PLAZA
is a proud sponsor
of HSU basketball!
THIS FRIDAY is
Hunan Plaza Night
in the East Gym when
the Lumberjacks take on
UC Davis

For casual dining or

take-out

822-6105

PLAZA
|

76.4
69.6
67.9
66.4
63.9
54.8
52.3
49.5

CSU Stanislaus
at Notre Dame

Per Game Leaders (All Games)

Scoring Leaders

Off,

eb

SS58saa8F

eySS38838%
Seeeyck

WL

gerorneavor

UC Davis
Sonoma St.
CSU Chico
HSU
CSU Hayward
SF State
CSU Stanislaus
Notre Dame

“Hearn
] is

Overall

|

761 Eighth St.
Arcata Plaza

2

1. Sandra Pinto (Hayward)-3.8
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Lindemenn
e Continued
from page 27
McCrone
and a host of vice presi-

dents asallies. His ceaseless stump-

ing shielded the athletic depart-

ment from many of the cutbacks

develop the sports
He
wtuemieoaa fund-raisers det budthe athletic
signed toaugmen

get, which raises in excess of
$200,000 a year.

His tenure,

, was not

ts. The departhardship
hou
witits
ment dropped wrestling and

women’s swimming because of fi-

nancial strains.
“When first came to Humboldt
they were struggling,” Whitmire
said. “It took us a while, we went
two football staffs before
finding Fred. It was a tough time
for us. We were still trying to find
our niche.”

The successful transformation
of football from doormat to legitimate power was the final caveat
ie
tua
& ean
ing on. “I was readyto
sin anc on. I conliy fol thot Thad
done all that I can do there. It was
Pi
time for a new personto
getalook.
You do see things differently and see opportunities
where
the previous person didn’t see
“That's why I ama firm believer
that there should
bea term limit for
athletic directors,” he said. “After

10 years, let somebody else have a
chance.”
Lindemenn’s duties at Montana
State include refurbishing an aging athletic infrastructure. The
renovations, which include work

toits domed stadium,
are expected

to cost about $20 million.

“It is a university priority here,”
he explained. “In the California
State University system where ath-

letics doesn’t have the same priority, athletic-specific renovations
would be virtually impossible. The
system just won't allow it. Here it

is practically a requirement.”

The uedal obligation, said
Lindemenn, distinguishes the two

university systems. Montana
State’s budget is approximately

$6.5 million — more than five times

that of Humboldt.
“The biggest difference
is money
and things you can do as a consequence,” Lindemenn said. “(We

have) bigger revenue and much
expenses.

“I nearly fell off my chair when I
saw the football equipment budget

here,” he added. “It was twice the

equipment budget forall the sports
at Humboldt.”
“Here they paint football helmets before every home game. At
Humboldt we might do that oncea
year. It’s just a different environment here. When I look at some

31

Hoops

anata

Ragterarbler i | Ccnarametse

oa

be. | ¢ Continued from page 27

“7 es

isa | Points a game)
Lindemenn’s $75,000
Jay Harrieand Bryant Tylerwho
slight increase from what he re-

one and two in the
ceived at HSU. But the job isn’t | sit number
scoring race.
without its perks — the use of a

new car, country club member-

shipi and a generous expense acoe

importantly

enmumtcabalince: att

NCAC

ic die

ae

y game
Woodwi sad
day,

here quite a

ee

“Ive ben .
HSU

whi

Chico is. tite 4 tivelty. I've

a 15 minute drive.
“] absolutely love it. I can getup

never had a team show up flat to
play Chico.” ,

to school, ski for three hours, and

the. one night

have solved
might
in the morninandg drive my (kid) | , The Jacks
wonder” riddle
get to the office by noon,” he said.

His family has had little trouble

which has plagued them for
much of the season.

making the adjustment to bitterly | _ Last Friday, the ‘Jacks beat
College of Notre Dame 76-64

cold Montana winters.

Lindemenn

insists Montana

State will be the last move of his
career before retirement. “I turn
48 this year. I don’t plan to be
working when I’m 58.”

Steciiiied

| 24

then beat San Francisco

| State 99-91.

Rick Mayhew set a school
record with 14 assists against
the Gators on Saturday.

} Extra Pale Ale

Steelhead Extra Stout
Siena
gts J amaica Red Ale
| Coplele retail: ‘sales office open
Monday | thru Saturday:9.a.m. - 5 p.m.
if ours ‘by appointment
Located ii the Blue Lake lndeanital Park across

from Almquist Lumber on Taylor Way

(707) 668-4151

4440,

1 Handcrafted Fine Ales From ~e ts
The Heart Of The Redwoods

Mountain Bikes

From $259.°!
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EDITORIAL

Wednesday, Feb. 14, 1996

Plaza safety is responsibility
of all Arcata residents
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Last week the Arcata City Council upheld the 2 a.m. Plaza curfew,
acknowledging the 32 residents who spoke at the meeting in opposition
the proposed 9 p.m. curfew.
The council also approved an ordinance to ban glass alcoholic beverage
containers and declared the Plaza as a drug-free zone.
The council should be commended for listening to the citizens of Arcata
and for allowing an atmosphere of cooperation between the council and
the citizens.

Arcata citizens should also be acknowledged for taking responsibility for
the Plaza by offering to police the area for broken glass.
Crime and noise continue to be a problem in the Plaza, and safety is a
concern for all Arcata residents. The 9 p.m. curfew was an unrealistic
proposal. Although people could walk through the plaza after 9 p.m., no
one could stop and visit on the plaza.
With a number of bars and restaurants surrounding the Plaza which are
open later than 9 p.m., the curfew would punish local businesses and their
patrons.
Late night noise ordinances and an extended police presence suggested
by council members are realistic actions to make the Plaza a safer place.
The prohibition of glass alcoholic beverages on the Plaza and the drugfree designation to the area are more logical responses to crime problems.
If travelers through the area are the main trouble, then a community-wide
intolerance to such behavior is the only solution.
Visitors and locals alike must realize what the Plaza is for; a place to
socialize, relax and to enjoy Arcata. If the community keeps glass off the
ground and sets an example of appropriate use of the plaza, crime will
surely become less of an issue.
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Valentine’s Day

A message of love for sexually frustrated partialists
Today is Valentine’s Day and if you
have fallen into the “she loves me not”
category, you are probably in the un-

happy majority.

I suppose this could also be interpreted as the “he loves me not” category,
but I’m a heterosexual male so, for

argument’s sake, we'll assume that “she
loves me not.”

Since today is Valentine’s Day, statistically, not enough people are having sex.
Call me a pocket-pinball-playing pervert, but I personally think that
Valentine’s
Day should bea free-sex day.
It’s depressing that there are an equal
amount of males and females on this
planet, yet so many of them are going to
go home to a Tortino’s Pizza and a
Victoria's Secret on the one day everyone

should be having thigh-cramping, bucknaked sex
It’s not like St. Patrick’s Day where

everyone
with an I.D. or elder sibling can
get three-sheets-to-the-wind, rip-roaring
piss-drunk.

Valentine’s Day has its own special
curse that most males have been trying to
break since adolescence:
In order to have

sex, you must have a partner.
There's no way around
it and if there
was, I would have figured it out by now.

That thing where you cut off circulation

to the brain just doesn’t cut it and I’ve got
bruises
to prove it.
For those ofus who are “

quality
time alone” this Valentine’s Day
(see photo), we should take a moment or
two to remember exactly what we're not
missing (like we have anything else to
do).

First of all, we're not blowing a paycheck on roses. If I'm going to pay $20
bucks for something that’s going to die in
three weeks, it better be something I can
decapitate,
throw on a friggin’ barbeque
and eat with my bare hands.
If I'm going to pay $20 for something
that smells good, it’s going to come in a

bucket
with buttermilk biscuits
and its
initials
will be KFC.
I mean, let’s be honest, do roses even

cut it anymore? Can you give a woman
ment?
Ladies, if your boyfriend gives you

friggin’ roses this Valentine’s Day he
Or maybe violets are blue because
didn’t exactly get his forearms
wet with
they’re sad.
creativity. What about beer, cleaning
But I’ve seen nothing but happiness in
products or goldfish?
the violets I’ve had.
The only way to really make a reaSo until these flowers figure out their
sonable impression on a woman is to
dilemma,
express your love in simple and conI’m buying you a ButtMaster™,
cise verbiage (but don’t use a word like
so your booty
gets slimma’.
“verbiage” because I made it up).
It will last for a lifetime, or at least a few
Now most people don’t have the litweeks
erary lubricant I have resonating
in my
and people will stare and admire your
head like bacon grease, so I'll make it
cheeks.
easy. Here’s a great poem that, despite
There’s nothing
more disturbing,
countless a
ae

offers from Ladies, if ; your boytriend ‘ gives you friggin’ roses this

publishers,

I refuseto Valentine's Day he didn’t exactly get his forearms wet

soeyrisht. with creativity. What about beer, deaning products or

copyright.

give it to the
one
you

goldfish?

love before she gets a chance to read

nothin
more crass,
g

this and please don’t mention my name:

than a girl with twelve roses

Roses are red,

and a poorly kept ass.
rapier
erg

violets wt

“

or aren’t
su
to be violet,
does this make sense to you?
If cherries are cherry and greens are

green,
a violet should be violet,
damnit,

do you know what I mean?

I saved the receipt,

or I could give it to the rugby
who
los dead the ai,
rig
It doesn’t make a differen
because
ce I

love you all the same,
and I'll buy you all the violets you
want, if they can choose a better name.

Chrisism
a journalian
sm senior

Parents still worry about
college-aged children i

What is your most memorable
Valentine’s Day experience?

Parental concern is astronomically annoying. I honestly thought my parents’ and
my relationship would change after leaving
home. I've been gone four years, but mom
and dad are apparently under the assumption it’s just a matter of time before I spontaneously combust or end up panhandling

on the streets because I dropped a class.

Granted, I don’t always appeal to ratio-

nality when making decisions and this is

“When | got a
Valentine from
my mom which
said, ‘no matter
how old you are
you'll always be
my baby.” MARIANNE BARLOW

epitomized
by the fact that I chose this
campus because it reminded me of “Twin
Peaks.”

“| cooked dinner
for my mom. |
gave her a day
off.”

So here I am, 12 hours from home. At

KAI GEER
geology senior

liberal studies multiple subjects senior

“| honestly can't
remember, but
hopefully it will
be this
Wednesday.”

“My mom made
me a Robert
Redford cake.”

TIM ELFERS
oceanography senior

“Prime rib.”

“Going camping
with a boyfriend

outside of our

Dad wrote a newsletter to our relatives,

claiming one of my resolutions was to cut
my daily coffee intake to about three gal-

on the Smith
River and
waking up with

ice on the

KAT BERGMAN
interdisciplinary studies senior

least that’s how long my parents think it
takes. A lot of people say they chose HSU
because it was the farthest they could get
from home without paying out-of-state tuition, but realistically it doesn’t matter.
Dad worries about everything, butmom’s
basic concern is whether or not my diet
conforms to USDA regulations.
In those packages sent from home that we
all love, a flood of coupons and articles
flutter to the floor as I search for money she
may have hidden underneath a cardboard
flap. If I find any, it pays for dinner at an
obscure restaurant where I can’t be identify
if my parents call to ask the waitress if I’ve
touched the salt shaker.
They should know by now I don’t cook
... [ spent the holidays with afriend, and one
night he forced me to make tomato soup. I
knew how to open the can, but then just
dumped the contents into a pan and began
to stir. He added a can of water and
mumbled, “I’m surprised you're still alive,”
as he wandered out the door. The soup was
good, but it needed salt.

oe

BECKY LEE
HSU alumna

EDDY HARVEY
psychology senior

tent.”
Compiled by Heather Parker and Nora Whitworth

Letters policy
Letters and columns to The

must be received by 5 p.m. the F

before publication date. Items can be

mailed, delivered, faxed or e-mailed to:

;
KK
ons, except during times of stress, like,
s

es

when I go to class. True, a lot of the money
goes to Starbucks because I’d rather drink

coffee than eat. It’s easier and the kitchen

doesn’t get messy.
Due to expenseslike
coffee, tuition, books

and rent, my wallet is like the Bermuda
Triangle. In high school, my dad and I had
a conversation about females and money,
but the topicturned anthropological ... since
women did alot of gathering while men were
out killing things, he postulated, there’s an
evolutionary inclination for us to graze at
Nordstrom’s. Little did he know this conversation would come back to haunt him as
my last line of defense.
Another New Year’s resolution was to try
to explain to my dad, once again, why skiing
is more important than attending class.
There’s truth to that because I broke my leg
in August, and if my parents are really concerned about my health they should understand that a ski trip would do wonders for
strengthening my leg.
This campus, I might add, isn’t conducive to crutches. Founders is a bitch, but

when youneed help moving furniture, break
aleg, because a benefit of infirmity is parental sympathy. They came up to help, but
immediately had to leave and mom wasn’t
able to cook anything.
My parents’ anniversary is coming up,
and where else would they choose to memorialize 25 years together but Disneyland? I
just hope they remember to bring jackets
because it gets cold whirling around in the
teacups.
White is a journalism senior.

Letters to the editor
1996 year of the rat
Gong Xi Fa Cai means Happy New
Year in Mandarin Chinese. In 1996, the

Chinese New Year occurs on Feb. 19. On
this day begins the Year of the Rat, according to the Chinese Zodiac. The 12
animals whose years occur in sequence
represent certain characteristics thought
to mark individuals born in those years.
The most important trait for those born
in the Year of the Rat is charm. Rats are
adaptable, creative, quick-witted and able

to negotiate complex, detailed situations
— which tends to make rats easily sociable
and gregarious.
This can disguise a crafty and opportunistic character, who may havea penchant
for “using” friends, although by no means
is the Chinese rat always a skulking villain.
In contrast to the unpleasant connotations
of the word “rat” in English, in Chinese
the same word is used for mouse, mole,

hamster and a number of other small furry

creatures.

Rats can make financial affairs more interesting than necessary. They will cut
corners and make do with little in lean
times, but can be lavish spenders when
there’s money around.

Rats are bright and chatty, but their

deeper complexity may not be readily ap-

parent. They are adept with calculations
and have a good command of abstract

notions.
Rats often end up with careers in sales, or
as writers, critics, or publicists.
Famous
rats
include
William
Shakespeare, Wolfgang Mozart, Truman
Capote, Winston Churchill and George
Washington. By the way, I am a rat as well.
Daoshuai Zhang
Eureka resident

UPD clips report inaccurate
cause of fire alarm
As a request from residents in
Pepperwood Hall, please note the following error which took place in the last edition of the Lumberjack.
It was stated that Pepperwood residents
set off a fire alarm by throwing water balloons at the nearby sensor. This reason
was submitted by the LGA (Living Group
Advisers) in an attempt to limit the amount
of fun and games taking place in the hall,
when in fact it was blatant fraud.
It was known that evening that an inflatable blimp hovering on the ceiling was the
cause for hitting the fire alarm. Anapology
from the LGA will not be necessary, we
only want the truth to be known.
Lars Samson
senior psychology
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OPPORTUNITIES
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—
Earn up to $2000+/month working
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies.
World
travel.
Seasonal & full-time employment
available. No
necessary.
For more information call 1-206-

971-3550 ext. C60472.

v6

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea.

No

teaching background or —
languages
required.
or
information call: (206) 971-3570
ext. J60472.
v6
ALASKA
Students

industry.

CLASSIFIED

Wednesday, Feb. 14, 1996

EMPLOYMENT—
needed!
Fishing

Eam upto $3000-$6000+

per month.
Room and board!
Transportation! Male or female.

No experience necessary.
(206)971-3510 ext A60472.
NATIONAL

PARK

Forestry workers,

Call
36

JOBS.

park rangers,

firefighters, lifeguards, + volunteer
and
government
positions
available at National Parks.

EXCELLENT PAY! homeworkers
needed!
Over 400 companies
need homeworkers/distributors

SERVICES

NOW!
Amazing recorded
message gives details. 814-489-

ENJOY A MASSAGE in Arcata.
Massage relaxes muscies and
relieves ee
aoe

5404 Ext. 139, 24 hours.

transmits

BEFORE

RESPONDING

to

advertisements requesting money

be sent or giving a credit card
number over the phone, you may

want to contact the local Better
Business Bureau to verify the
authenticity of the company. The
Lumberjack
will not be responsible

for the validity of any offerings
advertised.

For more info.

call 1-206-971-3620 ext. N60472

UNSIGNED BANDS!! WIN
$25,000 IN PRIZES! Win the
recording, mastering, manufacturing & promotion
of a major-

sabe! quality CD as well as a
lprofessional music video, guitars,
mics, mixing console & much
more. DISC MAKER's Northern
California Unsigned Band/Artist
World Series. Call for info &

JOBS

FOR

822-7247.

NEED AUTO INSURANCE?
Even
if you have tickets, accidents
or a
DUI we can help. Payment plans
available. Call Chuck, Dave or
Kim at 826-0624
¥6
iS YOUR DRINKING WATER
LOOKING
A BIT UNPALATABLE
due to the recent storms? | can
help! | offer the Multi-Pure D

1-800-468-9353

SALE

in chemical removal at the lowest
cost available. Call Mark at 4442021 for more information.

1995 TAX RETURNS — $35 with
student 1D. For both Califomia
and Federal short form returns.
Other forms/states quoted. 30

tropical beach

resort, dude ranch, or river rafting
company this summer.

benefits + bonuses.

Excellent

Call Resort

Employment Services (206)9713600 ext. R60471.
36

ATTENTION

ALL

STUDENTS!

Over
$6 billion in public
and private
sector grants & scholarships is
now available. Ali students are
eligible. Let us help. For more

info. call: 1-800-263-6495
F60471.

ext.
36

FAST FUNDRAISER — Raise
$500 in 5 days — greeks, groups,
Clubs, motivated individuals. Fast,
easy — no financial obligation
(800) 862-1982 ext. 33

your storage units now for the
summer! Call for special student
rates. 822-8511, Sth andK, Arcata.
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING AND
TRANSCRIBING
NEEDS;
reasonable rates and fast turn
around.
Please call Meari at

Henderson
Street Word Processing

8 THRILLS
HIGH TIDE SEA KAYAK RIDE.
Indian Island. Three hours $20
with instruction. Sunday Feb. 18th.
Kayak clean up: Indian Island Feb.
19, FREE! Hum-Boats 444-3048

REAL

5835, 1593 F Street, Arcata.
FREE MONEY FOR STUDENTS!
Learn how to quickly and easily
obtain thousands in private grants!
Call free recorded message now!

(800) 640-6354

1/28

ESTATE

comfortable
2 bdrm mobile
on 2.5+
acres.

Garden,

deck,

_ACE

$75 OBO. Janet, 826-3259

YOUR

wide lens, $75; 80-200 telezoom,
camera, $100;

interviewing on
campus 3/6/96.
If you love
Yosemite, kids, and making a
difference, join our summer staff
team. NOW HIRING: counselors,

hookups.

On bus line.

$600 deposit. 839-1227.

must sell! Shaun, eves. 822-7730
BIRKS N DOCS!
Brand new
brown Boston Birkenstocks, size

40, $60 OBO. Great shape black .
Dr. Marten boots men's American
size 9ish, $40. Call 822-7350

bed townhouse $775. On bus line
ROOM
FOR
SUNNYBRAE
residence

RENT
IN
in
private

off-street

parking,

laundry furnished.
Graduate,
female preferred.
$225/mo
including utilities. 822-5621 Mij
ROOM FOR RENT IN GREAT
TOWNHOUSE APT., only two
blocks from campus.
Female
preferred, nice, clean and

dependable. $265 a month plus
1/2 utilities, $300 deposit, no pets.
Availiable March 1st. 826-9379

CLASSIFIED
‘aan

Student discount (just $2/25)
e Deadline:

4 p.m. on the

Friday before Wednesday publication
826-3259

Arcata's

MAC ilci, 12mb RAM, 730mb hard
drive; Apple 14-inch monitor,
RadiusPrecision Color Pro 24xp

video card; external 2x CD-ROM
drive; Localtalk ImageWriter II;
System 7.5, $1,500. 822-6580or
826-4486.

a

water and garbage paid. 839-1227

¢ $5 for 25 words.

PIPES, PIPES, PIPES, PIPES,
pipes, pipes, pipes, smoke, smoke,
smoke, smoke, smoke. The Time
Traveler gift shop, in East Arcata

$775 +

McKINLEYVILLE,
HAVEN LANE
TOWNHOUSES. 2 bedroom, 1.5
bath, covered
yard on bus line,
Water and
garbage paid. $525 + 600 deposit,
839-1227
ane

ePlace ads at University Ticket Office,
Neison Hall East

18 SPEED FREE SPIRIT IRON
a haa,

N.E.C. back door. info. 822-1835

private yard; students
may share.
Water and garbage paid, laundry

CAMERAS: CANON AE1-Pauto/
man w/50mm lens, $180; 28mm

at Buttermilk Lane).
coolest little gift shop!

Green Party meets Tuesdays 7pm

ramada,

pines, great water. Ready for you!
$55,000, by owner. 707-822-4570

at Sunnybrae
Center (Samoa Bivd.

www.rahul.net/cameron/nader.

McKINLEYVILLE, CHANCE
LANE, NEW TOWNHOUSES. 3
bedroom, 2 bath,
and

hardly
OBO;

Imagewriter, dot matrix printer for

F2.8, $260; AV-1

RENT

or Maren.
JUST YARDS TO THE TRINITY
RIVER, minutes to Lewiston Lake.
Fisherman's dream!
Large,

eves.; 916-623-5062 wknds.

SUPRA 14.4 MODEM,
used, for Mac $75

FOR

McKINLEYVILLE, 2 BED APT.
$495, 2 bed townhouse $525, 3

years experience. Fran Roth, 822-

IN PARADISE—Travel

abroad and work ata

Reserve

Water System. Most effective filter

Excellent benefits + bonuses! Over
25,000 openings!

Reidun Olsson CMP

BUD'S
MINI STORAGE.

Am

MUSIC

Contest packet

ing energy by caring

NEED TYPING DONE? |'li type
your reports or term papers while
you work or go to school. Call
Mona 444-9051.

TUS NEW 'S8NE OF Crane
WAGAZING TELLS
HON TO

PERSONALS
WORMWOOD—Another
disaster
on your watch. Church
of the Holy
Family, Sundays at 11, 1757 J

Street, Arcata—SCREWTAPE

ESCORT

SERVICE

AD

THIS WEEK
Music
The 10th annual
Scholarship Benefit
Concert starts at 8
eee
Theatre. Acts
include the HSU PM Jazz Band,

Band,
Calypeo Band, Symphonic

Symphony Orchestra and the

Mad River Transit Singers. Tick-

ets are $7 general, $4 students and

seniors. 826-3531.
¢ Blue Diamond
Door performs
original rock ‘n’ roll free in The
Depot 8 p.m. Thursday.
¢ Alumnus Michael Walsh performs classical guitar 8 p.m. FriRecital Hall. Free
day in Fulkerson
admission.

e Burning Spear, five-time
reggae Grammy nominee,
is hosted
by Center Arts 9 p.m. Saturday at
Club West (for a
capacity). The W:

r audience
Jimmy

Cliff and Toots & The Maytals
are $17 genalso perform. Tickets
eral, $13 HSU students. 826-3928.
e Café Mokka hosts Bigfoot
Family Folkdance Band 9 p.m.
Saturday. No cover charge. 822-

formances are on Friday and Sat-

el
em
ent
Club Latinos Unidos dance9 p.m.
°

Fama performs at a

is $12, $6 students and seniors.

442-1172.
¢ Humboldt Brewery hosts the
rock ‘n’ roll fun of On Tap Friday
and the hard driving rock ofForty
Fingers Saturday. Showtime is
9:30 p.m. Cover charge is $3. 8262739.
¢ The Jambalaya hosts the

rhythm and blues of Night Train

Friday and Saturday, and Back

Row Kings perform Sunday as a
benefit for the San Francisco
A.LD.S. Foundation and California A.I.D.S. Ride 3. Times vary,
expect to arrive by 9 p.m. Cover
charges average $4-5. 822-4766.
¢ Mateel Community Center
hosts Clan Dyken 9 p.m. Saturday in Redway. Tickets are $8-10
at the door on a sliding scale.
e Sunnyside Pub and Eatery
hosts Rachel Howe's acoustic mix
of rock and folk Sunday. Cover
charge is $1. 822-5493.

2228.
¢ Club West’s regular Friday
Power 96 Retro Revival Show
has doors open at 8 p.m. and

Sunday’s Club Triangle for alternative lifestyles opens at 9 p.m.

4

ADMIT
=
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On

Stage

midnight Saturday and Marimba

;
“Conversations
of my Mothers,” a play about the
lives of five women spanning 100
years plays 2 p.m. Thursday, Friday and Saturday at the North
Coast Repertory Theatre. Tickets
are $7-9. For reservations call 442-

Magic 6:30-8:30 p.m. Sunday in

6278.

Both events
are for ages 18 and
over. 444-CLUB.
¢ Deep Forest Pizza hosts Ba-

nana Spliff’s mix of reggae, rock

and the Grateful
Dead 8:30 p.m. to

Blue Lake. 668-5933.
¢ Eureka Inn hosts the contemporary folk rock of Kerrie Hillary

if’

¢ Center Arts presents the Danc-

ers and Musicians of Bali, performing at 8 p.m. Feb. 21 in Van
Duzer Theatre. Bongos, chimes

8 p.m. to midnight
in the Palm
Lounge. William Archer and the
Quivers perform New Orleans

and dancing highlight
the Balicom-

rhythm and blues 9:30 p.m. to 1
a.m. in the Rathskeller. Both per-

and seniors. 826-3928.

munal ritual and ceremony. Tickets are $17 general, $13 students

Work
shops

Grab
Bag |

to 2 a.m. Saturday at the Loleta
Fireman’s Hall. General admission

Crab Races run
11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at the
Del Norte Fai
. Acrab feed
and children’s games will also be
—— ion is $9. 800-343¢ Humboldt Poultry Fanciers
Winter Show runs Saturday and
Sunday at the Ferndale Fair-

. grounds. Birds from across the
country will be in attendance for
contests including a chicken call-

scandal in this film,

Survival,” a workshop

about death, grief, healing and prevention runs 9-10:30 a.m. Satur-

day at the HSU Student Health
Center second floor conference

room.
eA
class is offered Thursday evenings at the
HSU Student Health Center, tentatively set for Feb. 22. Fee is $5.
Toregister,
call Jenny at 826-5123.
e Build a bird house at the

ing competition. 822-3527.
¢ A collectibles sale runs 10
a.m.
to 4 p.m. Saturday
at Celebra-

HSU Natural History Museum 13 p.m.
. Cost is $6 per
house for adults and children 6
and older. Children must be with

¢ HSU basketball hosts UC
Davis Friday and Chico State Saturday. Women’s games start at 6
p.m. and men’s at 8 p.m. in the

¢ The Career Center runs job
workshops through February.
“Interviewing
Techniques”
runs
today at 4 p.m. in Nelson Hall West

tion Hall in Arcata. 822-1070.

East Gym. Admission is $5.50, $3
for students. 826-3631.

¢ Six Rivers Running Club hosts
a Sequoia Park fun run in Eureka
Sunday. A two-mile
run starts at 1
p.m. and a five mile starts at 1:45
p.m. 445-2911.

e The Reese Bullen

shows “Lovers in Antiquity,” a
pastel-with-acrylics art exhibit of
HSU Professor Demetri Mitsanas’
colorful work, on display 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m. through March 8. The
Karshner Lounge has a group
show by Nancy Tobin, Nate
Eckman and Beth Albertson run-

ning through Friday.
e A new faculty support group
for teachers developing Worl
Wide Web pages for courseware

or departments starts at 4 p.m.
Thursday in Nelson Hall East

113. For more information call
Howard at 826-3544 or e-mail

hls2@axe.humboldt.edu.

an adult. 826-4479.

232; “Job Search

ies

for

Graduating Students” 4 p.m.
Thursday in Nelson Hall West
241; “Job Search Strategies for

Teachers” 1 p.m. Monday in
Nelson Hall East 106 and “Resume Writing for Teachers” 34:30 p.m. Monday in Nelson Hall

East 120. 826-3341.

Films
“Manufacturing
Consent,”

redby

the HSU chapter of the Society of

“Loss, Suicide and

8
31st annual World

Feb. 14, 1996

Wi

with

corporate mass media shaping our
lives shows at 8 p.m. Thursday in

Founder's Hall 118, sponsored by

Professional Journalists. Donations welcome.
¢ “The Color of Fear” and
“Long Walk Home,” show this
week. See Black History
Month
entries.
¢ New on home video today are
“Dangerous Minds,” “Virtuos»” and *
Panda Adventure.”
On release Tuesday are
“Copycat”
and “To Wong Foo,
Thanks for Everything!, Julie

“The Color of Fear,” a gripping documentary on
racil prejudice shows at 3:30 p.m. Thursday
in the Kate Buchanan Room. A
panel discussion follows. 8264781.

¢ Music and its Influence on
the °60°s Movement will be addressed by guest speaker and HSU
alumnus David Littleton at 3:30
p.m. Fridayin Founders Hall 118.
¢ The film “Long Walk Home,”
will show at 6:30 p.m. Monday in
Founders Hall 118.
¢ Big names in black music
appear 6 o’clock weeknights
through February in chat sessions
on the World Wide Web. Scheduled guests include Barry White
today, Babyface Thursday and
TLC Friday. Tune in at http://
www.loci.com/HO/events/nbc/

clubnoir.html.

the Free Arcata Festival. Donations

welcome.
e “All the President’s Men,”

shows at 7 p.m. Friday in Science

B 135. Robert Redford
and Dustin
Hoffman delve into the Watergate
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CLass STUDENTS
LQG
10% DISCOUNT’
on Paper, Chemicals,
Film and Supplies.
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REQUEST LINE:

GSE
GF). GEE. Os

Eclectic Rock with Masi

1 - 3pm

Phewamed
Allemstive. Rock and

ilam

- ipm

Gf

jiam

- ipm

8 - 10am
Purple Oranges
and Triecults
Music for the moming munchies

with Carole
10am

- ipm

8 - 10am
ihba's Moming Senal Ride
Start your day the Humbok#t

8-

10am

antinaiar Beles
Rock, Punk, Sim. Folk, Rap. and

Way. ‘Roots. Rock. and ine

aretha olen Joo Biss

10 am - noon

loam

with DU Bubba

- noon

REQUEST LINE:
liam

|

826-0077

i

- ipm

i

evans from the piayer's
Cub with Jefe and Phil

cass

Whniover Some Good
Whatever you want. whatever
TJ wants. I's a good time

The Brandy of tho Damned
wine! Decademce
thythns servedup = Post-P
Eclectic unk
with a Jazz &
at 120 beats/minu
with te
Aaron —_ Blues influence
with DJ Mark

noon - 3pm

noon -

Rocks’ with Memay
Tum i up and sock out

The diaapy Stapp eek: Show The Pirate Section
Whatev
gots you through
er the =——_ Listen to the radio succumbto
night... with Mask
insandty with DJ hemi

i

3 - Spm
Request Lines Are Open

The Show with Flow

3 - Spm

3 - Spm

i

GS

2S

GE) GG

- ipm

llam

music io get you going

826-6077

lam

8-

Roots is Taken Over
ERCEBS A OE
Dread music for the positive soul Let Dewn fuel your day with

umipocen

1 - 3pm

Ly Reythrn and Bhies. Radio
the you've never heard & before

1 - 3pm

3 - 8:30pm
Cutesal Ry tma

aanenemenamed

Sean
atens
slasrevin tunes fom the

interpl
Janets anet
Guperahow

suet Sl

local artiats

stop...Rap in the mix plus more

Acupethy euecton of saad
i
tunes from ali genres hasied by j

i

1 - 3pm

3 - Gpm

RRP

ChB0o

f

i

oe

aboard. light the incense

beyond
with Jeff

9 - 11pm

10pm - lam
Momsiciilal
jicart Theamps
Gothic and industrial
tunes to
comfort
your darkened heart
with
St. Steven

SS

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
Sun - Thurs: noon to 11 pm
Fri & Sat: noon to | am
¢ GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE «
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Climb

and take a trip into the Dead and
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Listen to a wild mix with your
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